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NOMENCLATURE
Chromaticity: as defined by chromaticity coordinates plotted in the CIE
Chromaticity Diagram, chromaticity refers to the "quality of a color in
addition to its luminance factor." The chromaticity of a color correlates to
some extent with its hue and chroma.
CIE: Commission International de L'Eclairage (International Commission on
Illumination).
Color Rendering Properties: a general term that expresses the effect of an
illuminant on the color appearance of a sample, based on a comparison to
that sample's color appearance under a standard, or reference, illuminant.
Color Temperature: a measure of the integrated spectral energy distribution
of a light source. The standard for measuring color temperature is a black
body radiator that is heated. Color temperature is expressed in the Kelvin
scale (which equals the Celsius reading plus 273). D65 (6500 K) and D50
(5000 K) are standard illuminants used in color measurement.
K: designates temperatures expressed in the Kelvin scale.
A E: a designation for units of color difference between a standard and a
sample. One A E unit is equal to a "just noticeable difference" in object color.
Effective Tack: the tack of an ink at the moment of impression, versus the
"can tack" to which it was formulated.
Gravimetric Trapping: a measurement of ink trapping based on a ratio
between the weight of ink per unit area or physical ink film thickness
transferred to the first-down ink, and that which transfers directly to paper.
IFT: ink film thickness.
IGT: Instituut voor Grafishe Techniek, manufacturer of the IGT Printability
Tester (now Reprotest).
vm
Metamerism: the condition in which two samples match only under certain
illuminants. This indicates that they have the same color coordinates (which
define a color's attributes for a certain set of conditions), but different spectral
curves.
Micron: a unit of length equal to one millionth of a meter.
nm (nanometer): one billionth of a meter; defines units of measure on the
electromagnetic spectrum.
Standard Observer: a fundamental variable in color measurement; defines an
experimentally derived standard for color vision representing the average of
the human population having normal color vision.
SWOP: Specifications Web-Offset Publications.
Tristimulus Values (X, Y, Z): weighted mathematical functions that are used
to convert spectrophotometric data to colorimetric terms.
IX
ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study was to address, through colorimetric analysis, color
variation as it relates to the efficiency of trapping. A developing awareness of
colorimetric analysis in the graphic arts, as well as the realization of some of
the limitations of densitometry when applied to color analysis provided
impetus for such a study.
Trapping was "isolated" by simulating it experimentally. This was
accomplished by manipulating ink film thicknesses as printed with an IGT
printability tester.
Standard SWOP paper strips were printed, each with a SWOP process color
ink, to SWOP densities for each ink. Each series was then overprinted with a
second process color ink applied in incrementally increasing ink film
thicknesses, from a very thin ink film thickness to a relatively heavy ink film
thickness. The result was a series of ink transfers which simulated a range of
trapping conditions, from a very poor percentage of trapping to a very high
percentage of trapping, as found by both the gravimetric and densitometric
methods.
The following overprint combinations were created:
(Rl) (R2) (Gl) (G2) (Bl) (B2)
Y
M
M
Y
Y
C
C
Y
M
C
C
M
Variable Ink Film Thickness:
Constant Ink Film Thickness:
Spectrophotometric readings were then made of each transfer. Tristimulus
integration was performed with the data from selected readings, yielding
tristimulus values from which CIE L*a*b* coordinates were derived.
The visual attributes of the transfers were then represented graphically in the
CIE L*a*b* color space, and hue angle (h), chroma (C*), and value (L*) were
plotted against the percentage of gravimetric trapping. The color plot closest
to 100% gravimetric trapping in each series was selected as a standard. AE
values for all other transfers in the series were calculated in both directions
from the standard. The relationship between the standard and the samples to
which it was compared was used to determine the range of trapping values
that encompassed acceptable matches to the standard as defined by +/- six AE
units.
The results of these procedures were used to characterize the color variation
in relation to percentage of gravimetric trapping across each series.
Highlights of this characterization include the following:
1. Color sequence appears to affect the relationship between the percentage of
trapping and the resulting color appearance.
2. In predicting the response of chroma (C*) and value (L*) in relation to the
percentage of gravimetric trapping, the most reasonable curve fit is attained
using a simple linear model. In predicting the response of hue angle (h) in
relation to percentage of gravimetric trapping, the best fit is attained using a
polynomial model.
3. Of the three color dimensions, hue was best correlated to percentage of
gravimetric trapping. Changes in hue tend to decrease in slope as the
percentage of trapping increases beyond a given point.
4. A strong linear relationship exists between chroma and percentage of
gravimetric trapping, and value and percentage of gravimetric trapping.
Color sequence does not have a significant effect on the degree of saturation
that can ultimately be achieved with increases in percentage of gravimetric
trapping.
5. As the percentage of gravimetric trapping increases beyond 100%, the
degree of color change, as defined by A E units, diminishes. This suggests that
4the degree of color variation becomes less critical as the percentage of trapping
increases past a given point.
6. The data suggest that effort toward establishing tolerances for color
variation relative to a standard trapping value based on colorimetric analysis
is warranted.
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Optimization of a process color reproduction system demands consideration
of a multitude of disparate variables. The term "system" implies that these
variables are considered in relation to the input into the system, to one
another, and to the final output. With deeper understanding of the
individual variables themselves, one is better equipped to make judgments,
both theoretical and practical, about the color reproduction system overall. It
is in this spirit that this study was undertaken.
The entire graphic arts industry has undergone significant changesprepress
through binderyover the last two decades due to rapid advancements in
technology. These advances have enhanced many technologies commonly
utilized in the graphic arts. They have also allowed for the introduction and
application of new or existing technologies from other fields to the graphic
arts. The measurement and analysis of color is one of the areas in which an
impact is being made in this way. As the use of color continues to expand
throughout the industry, so does the need to understand and effectively
quantify its attributes.
In preparation for and throughout the various stages of the color
reproduction process, innumerable measurements are required. Many apply
directly, or indirectly, to the determination of color quality. For example, ink
sets are analyzed to determine the color gamut created by the solids and their
overprints; on press, numerous variables contributing to color variation are
monitored to make certain that the degree of variation coincides with what is
expected and deemed "acceptable."
Precise numerical measurements of color and appearance attributes facilitate
communication about color specifications, and the establishment of quality
control standards. Measurements of ink trapping, which indicate how well a
second ink is overprinting a first ink, are important in this respect, as the
efficiency of trapping plays an influencial role in color fidelity. This study
was an attempt to more clearly define that role. By applying colorimetric
analysis to a range of simulated trapping conditions, color variation was
characterized relative to changes in these conditions.
Statement of the Problem
The densitometer has proven its usefulness and convenience for
measuring, among other things, actinic densities in photography, certain
attributes of color (i.e. value), and for comparing colors with identical spectral
characteristics. However, because the response of the densitometer to color is
not the same as the visual response of the human eye, its ability for color
specifying and matching are limited. As a result, colorimetric analysis, long
established and applied in other fields, is gradually carving a niche for itself in
the printing industry.
The instrumentation needed for more accurate and standardized
measurements of color has begun to infiltrate the industry. Eastman Kodak,
in 1982, developed the Customized Color Analysis system. The analysis
involves making spectrophotometric readings of a printed test object and
performing calculations based on press performance data and ink color
measurements. The results are then used to prescribe separation aim-points
which will produce the best results on press.
HunterLab has introduced the first colorimeter for measurement of color
specifically aimed at the printing industry. Incorporated into a system known
as the Process Image Color Control System are a spectrophotometer, a
selection of different illuminants, and color scales. The color space used is
CIE (Commission International de L'Eclairage) L*a*b*. The instrumentation
has been adapted to obtain dependable, repeatable color measurements
directly within process color images.
Both Eikonix and Hell have integrated colorimetric data applications into
their color image processing systems, and Eltex Elektrostatik Gesellshaft, a
West German manufacturer, has developed a prototype of an on-press
colorimeter. A number of companies have also introduced hand-held
colorimeters that are convenient for the graphic arts. With such
instrumentation, one can easily specify an absolute color to be matched or
determine acceptable limits of variation from that color as defined by AE
units. 1
These examples indicate the diverse ways in which colorimetric analysis has
begun to be applied in the graphic arts. The expectation is that it will
continue to be applied in the future to an even greater extent. In moving
toward the use of colorimetric analysis, further experimental study as well as
practical application is needed.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study was two-fold and largely academic. Most
specifically, it was to address color variation as a function of changes in
simulated trapping in an attempt to gain deeper insight into how this
variable, in and of itself, contributes to color variation. In this regard, there
are two questions of central interest:
1. How does the efficiency of trapping affect the
coloras defined by CIE L*a*b* hue, chroma,
and value coordinatesof an overprint?
2. Do all color combinations and sequences vary
similarly?
REDS GREENS BLUES
(Rl) (R2) (Gl) (G2) (Bl) (B2)
Y M Y C M C
MY C Y CM
Secondly, in responding to the increasing availability and applicability of
colorimetric analysis to the graphic arts, the purpose is to apply a different
analysis approach to a common printing variable in an attempt to broaden
understanding of the color reproduction process. While the densitometer is
well established as a process control tool, there are other areas of color
measurement in the graphic arts for which a colorimeter or
spectrophotometer would be a more useful and insightful tool. By applying
colorimetric analysis in experimental studies, the process of determining its
applications and feasibility under production conditions will be facilitated.
Footnotes for Chapter I
1. Michael H. Bruno, Principles of Color Proofing (New Hampshire: GAMA
Communications, 1986) p.289.
CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW
Two separate articles, one dealing with ink trap measurement and the
other with color measurement, offered general guidance and impetus for
this study. The first is entitled "Ink Trap
Measurement" 1 and was written
by Gary Field and presented at the Technical Association for the Graphic
Arts proceedings in 1985. The second is entitled "Color Measurements for
the Graphic Arts" 2 and was written by Richard E. Maurer and presented at
the TAGA proceedings in 1979.
"Ink Trap Measurement"
In "Ink Trap
Measurement," Field discusses densitometric methods
of ink trap determination with respect to additivity failure and "apparent
trap." He begins with a brief review of factors that influence ink trap. He
points out that optical determination of ink trap with a reflection
densitometer, while common and convenient, does not accurately
measure trapping. The balance of the paper addresses, reasons for this
inaccuracy and explores methods for improving densitometric ink trap
measurements.
8In Field's experiment, comparisons are made of the Preucil, Childers, and
Brunner ink trap equations, all of which gave different results.
The Preucil equation responds in a linear manner to
changes in ink film thickness. The Childers and
Brunner equations predict the direction of trapping
change, but because of their non-linear characteristics, do
not do a very good job in predicting the magnitude of
the change. The Childers equation seriously
overestimates overtrapping and undertrapping. The
Brunner equation seriously underestimates
overtrapping and undertrapping.
He concludes that because actual trap values are not required for
overprinting control on press, Preucil's "apparent
trap" is satisfactory for
process control purposes.
In his conclusion he states:
The accuracy of optical methods of ink trap
measurement are influenced by the spectral response of
the instrument. Attempts to standardize densitometer
response, or to use spectrophotometers to characterize
overprinting colors, should improve the process for ink
trap measurement. Colorimeters may also prove to be
useful instruments for characterizing overprinting
colors.
"Color Measurements for the Graphic Arts"
In "Color Measurements for the Graphic Arts," Maurer describes
color-order measuring systems and discusses their application in the
graphic arts. He states that "colorimetry and spectrophotometry will
relieve some of the burden of the eye, as well as offer distinct
advantages."
Maurer makes note of several disadvantages of densitometers:
1. Poor instrument agreement;
2. Inability to provide psychophysical measurements
which relate to the sensitivity of the eye, limiting the
analytical capabilities of the instrument;
3. No widespread color standards exist and the
measurements are not related to the CIE system in any
way.
Maurer's study involved plotting color measurements from the same set
of lithographic ink patches in four different color spaces: the GATF/Preucil
Color Triangle, the Hunter Color Space, the CIE 1976 L*a*b* Color Space,
and the CIE L*u*v* Color Space. The color triangle plots were based on
percent hue error and percent grayness values derived from reflection
density readings. The other three were plotted with values derived from
readings using a Macbeth MCI01OS colorimeter.
The systems are compared and analyzed with respect to their usefulness to
graphic arts applications. It is noted that further work is needed to better
define their respective advantages and disadvantages. At the end, he lists
10
ten applications for colorimetric analysis in the graphic arts, one of which
is "analyzing sets of inks for color space gamuts and differences between
sets."In the conclusion he remarks that the graphic arts are "at the
beginning of widespread use of colorimetry and
spectrophotometry"
and
that "more experimental and practical use"is needed. In addition, he
states: "Colorimetry and spectrophotometry are needed in the graphic arts
as an extension of the eye, because only the eye can make perceptual
judgments. Instruments, however, produce quantitative data, have no
memory problems, can be placed in inaccessible locations such as on a
press, and they never get
tired."
Both of these papers indicate that there is value to be gained in
characterizing overprinting colors through colorimetric analysis, as this
study has done.
11
Footnotes for Chapter II
1. Gary Field, "Ink Trap
Measurement." TAGA Proceedings, 1985, pp.382-
396.
2. Richard E. Mauer, "Color Measurements for the Graphic
Arts." TAGA
Proceedings, 1979, pp.209-204.
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CHAPTER III
THEORETICAL BASIS FOR THE STUDY
The theoretical basis for this study encompasses the following areas: color
perception and appearance; color consistency and variation in printing;
limitations of densitometric analysis; colorimetric analysis and the CIE
system; the CIE L*a*b* color order system; and ink trapping.
Color Perception and Appearance
Color, by itself, does not exist. It is a complex visual sensation
influenced by both physiological and psychological factors. * Color is,
essentially, the effect of visual radiant energy on the retina of the eye and its
consequent interpretation by the brain. Sight, as a main variable in color
perception, brings the world of color down to a very personal level. It should
be noted that human color perception is very complex and still not
completely understood.
The visible portion (380-780 nm) of the electromagnetic spectrum, or "white
light," is actually a composition of light of many colors. The particular color
of light perceived varies according to the wavelength of the radiant energy.
13
When wavelengths of light are combined in unequal proportions, we
perceive different colors. This is the foundation of the additive color
reproduction process. 2
In the subtractive color reproduction process, colors are achieved by using
pigmented substances to subtract white light from white paper. By varying
the proportion of the colorants used, a full color gamut may be obtained. 3
The color of an object depends on the interaction of the spectral characteristics
(color temperature, intensity, color rendering properties, and degree of
diffusion) of the light striking the object, the spectral absorption and gloss
properties of the object, and the perceptual attributes of the observer. 4
The trichromatic theory of color perception has been widely accepted as the
basis for human color perception. It assumes that the eye is essentially
sensitive to three different ranges of the visible portion of the spectrum.
In the retina of the human eye, where an image is brought into focus, there
are approximately 110 million rods and six to seven million cones. 5 The
rods are light detectors for low-intensity vision. They are sensitive to faint
light, but do not give a distinct or sharp image; nor do they perceive color. 6
The cones are primarily involved in normal color vision and function only
in moderate to high-intensity light. They are critical for visual accuracy. 7
Some cones are more sensitive to particular wavelengths of the spectrum
14
than others. Those that are more sensitive to 400 to 500 nm have a
"blue"
response; those that are more sensitive to 400 to 650 nm have a
"green"
response; and those that are more sensitive to 450 to 700 nm have a
"red"
response.
Within these individual ranges, the cones are particularly sensitive to a very
narrow band. The peak sensitivity for the
"blue"
cones is 460 nm; for the
"green"
cones peak sensitivity is 560 nm; and for the
"red"
cones peak
sensitivity is 600 nm.
When all of the cones are equally stimulated, one perceives "white
light."
When the cones are stimulated in various proportions, one perceives other
colors. The human eye "can distinguish differences among well over two
million colors and shades and upwards of 7000 of these have been tabulated
in dictionaries of colors."8
The identification of color by objective numerical scale values, in accordance
with an internationally recognized model for human color perception, has
reached a high level of refinement and wide usage throughout the world.
Standardized color measuring instruments have been applied for a number
decades to the specification and control of manufactured products in which
color is an important final property. 9
Reference to a "standard observer"is fundamental to the specification of color
and appearance attributes. In 1931, the CIE recommended the use of a
15
standard observer whose color vision represented the average of those
members of the human population having normal color vision. The
experimentation leading to the 1931 standard observer was based on a 2 angle
of vision and resulted in the CIE 1931 2 Standard Observer. In 1964, the CIE
recommended another standard observer, known as the CIE 1964
10
Standard Observer, to be used for more accurate correlation with visual
perception for large samples. The 2 Standard Observer, however, remains
more widely used^O and has been found to be more relevant for graphic arts
applications than the 1964 Standard Observer.H
In order to describe a color, all three characteristics of colorhue, chroma, and
valuemust be considered.
HUE represents or distinguishes between
particular portions of the visible color spectrum,
as determined by which band is dominant. It is to
this attribute that we assign color
"names" (i.e.
red, green and blue). The CIE defines hue as "the
attribute of a visual sensation according to which
an area appears to be similar to one, or
proportions of two, of the perceived colors red,
yellow, green, or
blue."
CHROMA represents the relative amount of hue
or
"color"
present. It indicates to what extent the
dominant band is mixed with or predominates
over other bands. It is also described as
"saturation." The CIE defines chroma in terms of
chromaticness (i.e. "colorfulness"), as "the
attribute of a visual sensation according to which
the (perceived) color of an area appears to be more
or less chromatic."
16
VALUE represents the intensity of the light
reflected by a color, as governed by the proportion
of incident light reflected. It is an indication of
the strength of a color, without regard to its hue
or saturation. The CIE defines value as "the
brightness of an area judged relative to the
brightness of a similarly illuminated area that
appears to be white." 12
Hue and chroma can be thought of as controlling the quality of the color
sensation, while value can be thought of as a relative measure of the quantity
of light, or the magnitude of the optical sensation.
Color Consistency & Variation
A number of studies have indicated that in process color printing,
consistency of the overprinting colors is the single most important variable.
John Gaston, in his RIT Master's Thesis entitled "An Investigation of Solid
Ink Density Variation as Determined by the Acceptability of Overprints in
Process Color Printing," found that shifts in overprinting colors were less
acceptable to observers than were color variations in solid ink densities. In
addition, he found that changes in solid ink densities were more readily
observed in overprinting colors than they were in solid patches. 13
The Graphic Communications Association, in 1982, conducted a study of web
offset publication printers to research the influence of a number of variables
on color reproduction. The results revealed extreme variations in densities,
dot gain and hue error, while the red, green, and blue overprints had visually
similar hues. This is in agreement with the fact that press operators will
commonly vary the solid ink densities to compensate for the many variables
17
which contribute to shifts in overprinting colors (i.e. dot gain, trapping, ink
and water balance, paper characteristics, ink variables, impression pressure,
etc.) in an attempt to maintain color consistency. 14
In practice, we see the importance of color consistency illustrated by the fact
that tolerances for acceptable color variation are usually agreed upon by the
customer and printer in an attempt to establish common guidelines for the
final appearance of the reproduction. These tolerances are dictated most
strongly by the requirement to match a color quite specifically (as in the case
of a company "logo"), or by the psychophysical response to colors commonly
termed "memory
colors" (i.e. the red, green, and blue overprints).
The Graphic Arts Technical Foundation states in its Research Report Number
81: "In full-color process reproduction, practically all of the colors are created
by overprints of two or more inks. The fidelity and consistency of the
overprinting colors is therefore of prime importance. Changes in trapping, or
other printing variables, may seriously shift the hues of the overprinting
colors even though the single inks are still printing without
change." 15
The efficiency of trapping is then a significant factor in color reproduction. It
can be "isolated" in an experimental situation with the intention of studying
its effect on color variation. In such a situation, ink trap percentagewhich
refers to how well a printing ink film covers a previously printed ink film
relative to its coverage of an unprinted substratel^can be empirically
determined and manipulated. The resulting colors can be measured
18
colorimetrically, specified in terms of their hue, chroma, and value, and their
relationship to the efficiency of trapping quantified.
Limitations of Densitometric Analysis
Milton Pearson has described a densitometric measurement as "one
in which the illumination and response of the detector are arbitrary. A
densitometric value implies only that a mathematical manipulation of the
data has been performed, i.e. the negative logarithm of some transmission or
reflection
value." 17
Because densitometers measure density (or in the case of color filters, amount
of colorant), and not the color itself, densitometric measurements only
approximate the visual response of the standard viewer. Because the
densitometer is not visually referenced, its analytical measuring capabilities
are limited (i.e. small differences in density can represent large differences in
perceived color, and vice versa). 18
In addition, the performance of a densitometer is determined by a number of
factors: the absorbency characteristics of the filters; the spectral sensitivity of
the detector; the spectral qualities and intensity of the illuminant; and the
characteristics of the sample and other elements in the optical path. 19
Because of a lack of standardization, these variables may lead to wide
disagreement among a variety of
manufacturers'densitometers and prevent
precise communication of color conditions.
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There is also debate in the industry as to the applications of wide-band versus
narrow-band densitometers. Wide-band densitometers typically use three
color-separation filters, each with a band width of approximately 70 nm,
which correlates well with color as a visual sensation. But certain printing
variables (i.e. trapping, dot gain, and ink strength) are more accurately
measured with a narrow-band densitometer because of its increased
sensitivity to small variations in density. 20 Narrow-band densitometers
cannot, however, be used for measuring color as a visual sensation. A
spectrophotometer, on the other hand, has the flexibility to handle both wide
band and narrow-band phenomena.
Furthermore, as reported by J. A. Stephen Viggiano in a 1987 TAGA paper
entitled "Color Measurement in Graphic ReproductionToward Epoch 2000,"
there are three densitometric "pitfalls" that directly affect the measurement of
ink trapping.
1. A densitometer averages the reflectance from each point within the
viewing area and converts it to reflection density, rather than directly
averaging the density of each point in the viewing-spot area. Because there
are micro-variations in ink film thickness over a given area, the averages,
and hence the density readings, are inaccurate, and error is introduced into
ink trap measurements.
2. Leakage of infrared radiation to the densitometer's photocell is measured
as though it is visible light coming through the densitometer's filters. This
spectral measurement error results in lower density readings. The degree of
error can be relatively large when reading multiple ink layers.
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3. As the ink dries on the printed sheet,
"dryback"
results in a decrease in the
ink's gloss. This results in varying decreases in reflection density.
Additivity Failure
Density readings essentially express ink film thickness (i.e. as the
amount of ink on a sheet increases, the amount of light reflected decreases,
causing an increase in the density reading). There are, however, physical
factors other than the amount of ink that affect the amount of light reflected.
These factors contribute to "additivity
failure,"
a condition in which the
reflection densities of various combinations of transparent ink layers in four-
color process printing are not additive.
John Yule and F. R Clapper, in a study presented at the 1956 TAGA
proceedings, found that the degree of additivity of reflection densities
depends on eight factors: first-surface reflections; multiple internal
reflections; opacity or light scattering; variations in trapping conditions; back
transfer effects; spectral characteristics of the inks and the densitometer;
halftone structure; and light scatter in the paper. Interaction of these factors
contributes to additivity failure and large errors where density based on the
additivity principle is used to compute ink trapping.
21
These numerous limitations in densitometry have helped to prompt the
introduction and application of colorimetric analysis into the printing
industry.
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Colorimetric Analysis
Accurate and standardized measurements of color which match the
eye's response can be made with a colorimeter or spectrophotometer. Color is
thus measured as a visual sensation, drawing on the clinically defined
spectral sensitivities of human vision.
Pearson defines a colorimetric measurement as "one in which the spectral
characteristics of the illumination and the spectral response of the detection is
rigidly defined, i.e. some CIE standard illuminant and the response
of the CIE
Standard Observer. The term, colorimetric, implies these conditions in a
measurement."22
The CIE System
Of the numerous color systems which exist, the CIE system is most
important for color measurement. 23 It is based on the standardization of
both source and observer, and incorporates the methodology to derive
numbers (i.e. the CIE tristimulus values X, Y, Z) that provide a measure of
color seen under a standard source of illumination by a standard observer.
The system is not associated with any particular set of physical samples, nor is
it based on steps of equal visual perception. It is intended only to indicate
whether or not two colors match.
The tristimulus values are weighted functions that are used to convert
spectropohtometric data to colorimetric terms. If two samples have the same
tristimulus values, they will match under all circumstances/illuminants. A
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metameric pair will match when viewed under certain illuminants, but not
others. This indicates that they have the same color coordinates, defining the
color's hue, chroma, and value for a given set of conditions, but different
spectral curves. Spectral curves contain much more information than the set
of three coordinates derived from them. As a result, many spectral curves
correspond to the same set of color coordinates. 24
A spectrophotometer, by measuring the spectral reflectance or transmittance
curves of a given material, measures color as a physical phenomenon,
independent of the standard observer. The reflectance or transmittance can
be measured continuously throughout the spectrum or at discrete
points for a
sampled spectrum. These curves indicate the general visual response (i.e.
color). For specifying color, however, the exact visual response must be
calculated and expressed as a derivation of the CIE tristimulus values.
Tristimulus Integration
The CIE tristimulus values are obtained from this spectrophotometric
data through tristimulus integration "by multiplying together, wavelength by
wavelength, the spectral reflectance of the sample, the
relative spectral power
of the illuminant, and the tristimulus values of the spectrum colors defining
the CIE standard observer. These products are then added up for all the
wavelengths in the visible region of the
spectrum."25
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Because vision is widely believed to be trichromatic, it is accepted
that the
three tristimulus values are a sufficient basis from which to specify a given
color.
Tristimulus value X is indicative of the amount of red present in a color.
Tristimulus value Y is indicative of the visual reflectance ("brightness").
Tristimulus value Z is indicative of the amount of blue present.
Tristimulus integration is defined mathematically as follows:
X = Kj Q>(X)p(k)x(k)dX
Y = K$$(X)p(l)y(X)dX
Z-=K$(k)p(k)z(X)dX
Where X, Y, and Z are the tristimulus values:
(J) (X) = the spectral power distribution of the light source;
p (k) = the spectral reflectance of the object
x (X), y (k), z (X), the color-matching functions of
the standard
av 100
observer; and K =
<$>(k)y(X)dQ-)
The trichromatic coefficients, or chromaticity coordinates (x, y, and z), are
then derived from the tristimulus values as follows:
x_
X y =
X z = ^ =l-(x+y)
X + Y + Z X + Y + Z X + Y + Z
ZA
The chromaticity coordinates are used to define the chromaticity
of a sample.
Chromaticity refers to "the quality of a color in addition to its luminance
factor." 26
x and y are plotted on the CIE chromaticity diagram-x can be
regarded as the
redness and y the greenness of the sample-to obtain a
two-dimensional map
of a color's chromaticity. The resulting point is an indication of the hue
and
saturation of the color. Lightness can be visualized as a point suspended in
space above the diagram.
The chromaticity diagram was originally designed for measuring
the color of
light sources rather than the color of objects. 27 it is used only to tell whether
two colors have the same chromaticities, not what they look like or how they
differ if they do not match (two colors match only if they have
the same
tristimulus values). Because the chromaticity diagram is not based on steps of
equal visual perception, a given amount of difference in a bright area appears
much smaller than the same amount of difference in a darker area. For these
reasons "one should not associate the appearance of colors with locations
on
the CIE
diagram." 28
The CIE L*a*b* Color Order System
Due to these limitations, the usefulness of the chromaticity diagram
in the graphic arts is limited. However, the tristimulus values derived from
spectral data can be used in simple equations to derive the parameters for
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many different color order systems that seek to obtain a direct relationship
between the measured parameters and the perceived color. CIE
L*a*b* is one
such system that has been studied and deemed useful for graphic arts
applications. 29
The CIE L*a*b* system is a three-dimensional, uniform color space that can be
used to quantitatively describe and specify colors according to hue, chroma,
and value. The system is based on opponent-color theory, which postulates
that in color perception, signals from the cones are
"coded" into light-dark,
red-green, and yellow-blue signals. The argument supporting this theory is
that "a color cannot be red and green at the same time, or yellow and blue at
the same time, though it can be both red and yellow as in oranges, or red
and
blue as in purples, and so
on."30
"Hue"
and
"chroma"
are then expressed by combining
a* and b*. Coordinate
a* is an indication of the color's redness /greenness (the value will be positive
for reds and negative for greens), while coordinate
b* is an indication of the
color's yellowness /blueness (the value will be positive for yellows and
negative for blues). L* defines the color's
"value."
The system has been scaled so that one unit of difference in a given
direction
is approximately equal to the smallest
difference likely to be perceived by a
human observer. The ideal color space has not, however, been developed.
None of the present systems will represent exactly equal visual differences as
equal distances on the color diagram for all regions of color space.
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Zb
The degree to which two samples differ in color is "the Euclidean distance
between their coordinates."32 Color difference is represented by AE units.
One AE unit is equal to a "just noticeable
difference" in object color. Some
studies have indicated that a color difference of +/- six AE units from a
standard constitutes an acceptable color match in graphic arts applications.
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The tristimulus values are used in the following equations to derive the
coordinates for the CIE 1976 L*a*b* color space:
L*
= 116(Y/Y0)l/3-16
a* = 500 [(X/Xq)1/3 - (Y/Y0)l/3]
b*
= 200 [(Y/Y0)!/3 - (Z/Z0)l/3]
where X, Y, and Z are the tristimulus values of the color in question and Xq,
Yrj, and Zq are the tristimulus values of the reference illuminant.
A colorimeter, like a densitometer, is essentially a reflectance meter.
However, the filters used in the colorimeter are standardized according to the
CIE system and can be used to determine the tristimulus values associated
with a given sample. These are approximate tristimulus values because the
filters used in the colorimeter fit the CIE illuminant and observer functions
with only limited accuracy. However, the CIE color-matching
functions are,
typically, well-duplicated.
34
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Ink Trapping
Most commonly in lithographic printing, ink is transferred under
"wet-on-wet"
conditions. Under these conditions a wet ink is transferred to a
preceding ink which is still wet.
"Trapping"
refers to how well the second ink
overprints the first.
There are two major factors contributing to color changes on presstrapping
and dot gain. 35 Trapping is a particularly important characteristic in color
reproduction because the ability of the overprinting colors to trap greatly
influences the color which results. The two-color overprints are most
significant because, in general, they compose most of an image and create the
"memory
colors" in which color shifts are particularly noticeable to the
human observer.
"Proper"
or
"perfect"
trapping is achieved when the amount of ink that
transfers to a previously printed ink is the same as that which transfers to
unprinted paper. This condition is rarely achieved. A high percentage of
trapping requires the right balance of effective tack, paper absorbency, and
time.
"Undertrapping"
occurs when less ink is transferred to the previously printed
ink than to unprinted paper. In this condition, the color of the overprint will
be distorted toward the underlying color. In an
"overtrapping"
condition, the
color of the overprint will be distorted toward the overprinting color. 36
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FactorsAffecting Ink Trapping
A literature search conducted by Konsak Lawphongpanich for his RIT
Master's Thesis entitled "The Comparison of Densitometric Measurement
with Gravimetric Measurement of Wet-on-Wet Ink Trapping" resulted in a
thorough review of factors affecting ink trap. A synopsis of the review is
presented here for an appreciation and acknowledgement of these factors and
their influence on trapping. 37
1. The effect of ink tack on ink trapping: After ink transfers to paper, the tack
starts to increase toward its maximum value. What is important in terms of
ink trapping is that the tack of the preceding color, or first color down, be
higher than that of the overprinting color. In this way, a surface strong
enough to resist the separation force of the overprinting ink is produced and
trapping is enhanced.
2. The effect of time interval on ink trapping: A study by Tollenaar and
Earnst tested and proved that the shorter the time interval, the less ink is
transferred to the preceding layer of ink in wet-on-wet printing. As the time
interval increases, tack, as well as the amount of ink absorbed by the paper,
increases and enhances trapping.
3. The effect of viscosity on ink transfer: Tack and viscosity are independent
ink properties. An ink of high tack can be of low viscosity and vice versa. A
study by Lindberg demonstrated that viscosity influences ink transfer in
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different ways depending on the type of ink. For lithographic inks, the best
transfer was achieved when the first ink down had the highest tack and
viscosity values.
Karttunen and Oittinen also studied the effect of viscosity on ink transfer.
They found that in two-color transfer, the viscosity of both inks affected the
amount of ink transfer: as the difference in viscosity of the two inks
decreased, more of the second ink transferred.
4. The effect on ink film thickness on ink transfer: Tollenaar and Earnst
established that resistance to ink splitting becomes lower as the thickness of
the layers increases.
5. The effect of temperature on ink transfer: Oittinen and Karttunen
established a relationship between temperature and wet-on-wet
ink transfer.
When both inks were printed at higher temperatures and lower viscosities,
the trapping of the overprinting ink was improved.
Measurement of Ink Trapping
In a production situation, ink trap is commonly measured with a
reflection densitometer. The amount of ink transferred is measured in terms
of reflection density, which is a relative estimate of ink film thickness. The
term "apparent
trap" is applied to allow for some of the visual effects of over
and undertrapping which are due to ink opacity,
changes in gloss of the ink
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layers, multiple internal reflections, back-transfer effects, and the spectral
response of the densitometer.
The percentage of apparent trapping is calculated from color filter reflection
density readings of three areas: a solid area of the first color printed on the
substrate, a solid area of the second color printed on the substrate,
and an area
in which the two colors overlap. All densities are read through the
complimentary filter of the overprinting color. The Preucil
percentage of
apparent trapping equation is as follows:
percentage of apparent trapping (%DMT) =
density of overlapping area
- density of first-down ink qqq)
density of second-down ink directly on paper
In an experimental situation, the gravimetric method can be utilized to
determine the percentage of ink trapping. Gravimetric analysis gives a more
accurate measurement of trapping than the densitometric method because it
measures the actual physical amount of ink which is transferred.
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In the gravimetric method, the amount of ink transfer is measured in terms
of average ink film thickness or the weight of ink per unit area. The
percentage of gravimetric trapping is a function of the ratio of the amount of
ink transferred onto the preceding ink layer and that transferred directly to
the substrate. The equation is as follows:
31
percentage of gravimetric trapping (%GMT) = (IFT2/IFTi)(100)
where IFTi = the amount of overprinting ink transferred directly to the paper
(in terms of ink film thickness or weight per unit area).
and IFT2 = the amount of overprinting ink transferred to the preceding ink
layer when printed on the same substrate.
In this study, the percentage of trapping was determined both gravimetrically
and densitometrically. The gravimetric method was used for greater accuracy
in determining the physical amount of ink transferred, which facilitated the
goal of simulating a range of trapping conditions. Densitometric trapping was
calculated only to provide a commonly understood point of
reference.
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CHAPTER IV
METHODOLOGY
The basic purpose of this study was to address, through colorimetric analysis,
color variation as it relates to the efficiency of trapping. The independent
variable was the percentage of gravimetric trapping. The dependent variable
was the resulting color appearance as defined by CIE L*a*b* coordinates.
It was necessary to
"isolate"
trapping by simulating it experimentally. This
was accomplished by manipulating ink film thicknesses as printed with an
IGT (Instituut voor Grafishe Techniek) printability tester.
Three series of SWOP standard paper strips were printed, each with a SWOP
process color ink, to SWOP densities for each ink. Each series was then
overprinted with a second process color ink applied in incrementally
increasing ink film thicknesses, from a very thin ink film thickness to a
relatively heavy ink film thickness. The result was a series of ink transfers
which visually simulated a range of trapping conditions, from a very poor
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percentage of trapping to a very high percentage of trapping, as calculated by
both the gravimetric and densitometric methods. The geometry of the
transfers is as diagrammed in Figure 1:
Figure 1- Geometry of Ink Transfer
A1 A2/1 A2
The strips of paper are 30.5 x 2.5 cm overall. The printing area is comprised of
three sections: Al is an area (1x2 cm) in which there is only the first-down
ink; A2/1 is an area (16.9 x 2 cm) in which the first-down ink is overprinted
with the second-down ink; and A2 is an area (1x2 cm) in which the second-
down ink is transferred directly to the paper.
The following overprint combinations were created:
REDS GREENS BLUES
(Rl) (R2) (Gl) (G2) (Bl) (B2)
Variable Ink Film Thickness: Y M Y C M C
Constant Ink Film Thickness: MY C Y CM
Repetitions of various levels of trapping were built into the experimental
design in order to provide adequate replication.
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Spectrophotometric readings were then made of each transfer. Tristimulus
integration was performed with the data from selected readings, yielding
tristimulus values from which CIE L*a*b* coordinates were derived. The
visual attributes of the transfers were then represented graphically in the CIE
L*a*b* color space, and hue angle (h), chroma (C*), and value (L*) were
plotted against the percentage of gravimetric trapping.
A variety of analysis procedures were applied to characterize the
color
variation throughout each series.
A detailed description of all materials and procedures follows.
Specification ofMaterials and Equipment Used
Inks: Borden Drying Oil Printing Inks
Manufactured by: Borden Chemical, Cincinnati, Ohio.
SWOP Yellow, #51YL50010P (0052E5B), dated 5/3/85;
SWOP RedMagenta , #51RL50010P (0132E4J), dated 5/3/85;
SWOP Cyan Blue, #51AL50010P (0407E5A), dated 5/3/85.
Paper: Champion Textweb - SWOP Standard Proofing Stock
Opacity: 96
Brightness: 70
Basis Weight: 60#
Transfer Strip Size: 30.5 x 2.5 cm
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Mettler Analytical Balance: Type H15 (#196379)
Capacity: 160 grams
Accuracy: to within 0.0001 grams
IGT Tester AZ: Type #4.413.04E189 (made in Holland by IGT Amsterdam)
IGT EA Inking Unit: Type #2.406.T.1377
IGT Pipettes: RIT #83464
X-Rite "Wizard" 328 Graphic Arts Densitometer
Pacific-Scientific Reflection Spectrophotometer
Specific Gravities of the Inks
The first task was to determine the specific gravities of the inks. The
specific gravity values were needed for the calculation of ink film
thickness
(ink film thickness = the weight of the ink transferred to the substrate + the
specific gravity of the ink
*- the area of the ink transferred x 10,000). The
specific gravities of the inks in this study were as follows:
Yellow: 0.94421 grams/ cm3
Magenta: 1.01856 grams/cm3
Cyan: 1.02640 grams/cm3
Ink Transferwith the IGT Printability Tester
With the IGT system, ink is transferred to a given substrate in the
following manner: A specific amount of ink is metered onto the inking unit
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with a pipette which is scaled from zero to two cubic centimeters. The ink is
allowed to distribute on the inking unit until evenly distributed.
A clean printing disk is weighed with an analytical balance. A small piece of
tape is applied across the disk, covering approximately 2 cm of the disk's
circumference. This prevents total coverage of the disk with ink and
minimizes the possibility of printing from a portion of the disk twice. The
resulting printing area is 17.9 x 2 cm (35.8 cm2). The disk is then inked-up on
the inking unit for a specific period of time or number of revolutions (in this
study, the inking period was 90 revolutions). The tape is removed and the
disk is then weighed again. The difference between the weight of the disk
without ink and the weight of the disk with ink is the weight of the ink
transferred from the inking unit to the disk.
This weight value is then used to calculate the ink film thickness in microns
on the disk (IFTmicrons = WEIGHTgrams * SPECIFIC
GRAVITYgrams/cm3-=-
AREAcm2 x 10,000). A strip of paper (30.5 x 2.5 cm) is affixed to the printing
sector of the IGT tester and the inked disk is mounted in place. The spring
tensions are set to 40 kilograms, which corresponds to the impression
pressures used in production situations.! The ink on the disk is transferred
to the strip of paper. The disk is then weighed a third
time. The difference in
the weight of the disk before and after the ink transfer represents the weight
of the ink transferred to the substrate. The ink film thickness on paper is
then calculated, as was done previously.
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For the purposes of this study, the density of the transfer was measured and
those transfers with densities that did not fall within +/- .07 of the SWOP
target density were eliminated. The SWOP target densities for the constant
layers were as follows:
Yellow 1.00
Magenta: 1.29
Cyan: 1.24
An example of the above procedure and the calculations involved follows:
For yellow ink: (Data from Transfer YY27)
Specific gravity: 0.94421g per cm3
Printed area: 17.9 x 2 cm = 35.8 cm2
"diski" refers to the printing disk with which the first-down layer of
ink is printed.
weight of diski = 85.7086 g
weight of diski + ink = 85.7146 g
weight of ink on disk = 85.7146 g - 85.7086
= 0.006 g
ink film thickness on diski = weight + specific gravity -5- area(l0,000)
= 0.006 g + 0.94421 g/cm3-35.8cm2(10,000)
= 1.77 microns
diski weight after transfer = 85.7114 g
weight of ink transferred = 85.7146 g - 85.7114
= 0.0032 g
ink film thickness on paper = 0.0032 g + 0.94421 g/cm3+35.8cm2(10,000)
= 0.946 microns
Density of ink film = 1.01
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Ink Transfer Curves
Ink transfer curves, which show the correlation between ink film
thickness on the disk and that which results on the paper, were built for two
specific reasons. First, the curves assisted in determining roughly what ink
film thickness would yield the SWOP target densities to be used for the
first-
down ink layers. Second, the curves were used to estimate the ink film
thickness of the overprinting ink that transferred directly to paper (area A2 on
the diagram on page 36).
As explained in Chapter in on page 30, calculation of gravimetric trapping is
based on a ratio between the weight/ink film thickness of the overprinting
ink that is trapped by the first down ink (IFT2) and the weight/ ink film
thickness of the overprinting ink that transfers directly to the substrate (IFTi)
(% gravimetric trapping = IFT2/IFT1 x 100).
In performing the calculation, the weight of the
small area of the
overprinting ink that transfers directly to paper is subtracted from the total
weight of the ink transferred from the disk. This improves the accuracy of
the percentage of trapping. It is assumed that the ink splits 50/50 when
transferring to paper. As a result, the weight of the ink
transferred directly to
paper is 1/2 of the total weight of the ink on the disk, multiplied by a ratio of
the area of ink on the paper and the total area of ink on the disk [weight to
paper = 0.5 (weight of ink on disk)(area of coverage on paper + total area of
coverage)].
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The weight of the ink transferred overall, minus the weight of the ink
transferred directly to the paper, represents the actual weight of ink trapped by
the first-down ink layer. This is then converted to IFT2.
To arrive at IFTi, the ink film thickness on the disk is used in the
corresponding ink transfer curve to derive an estimated value of the ink film
thickness of the overprinting ink transferred directly to paper. The line from
which this estimated value is taken is the result of a simple linear regression
performed on the ink transfer data (x-axis = ink film thickness on the disk; y-
axis = ink film thickness which resulted on paper). The ink transfer curves
follow on pages 44, 45, and 46. Data from these curves and the analysis
involved are in Appendix A.
The first-down ink layer of the six series in this study was created as described
under Using the IGT Tester. The average ink film thicknesses that yielded
densities within +/- 0.07 of the target SWOP densities as read from a Standard
SWOP Color Reference for each ink were as follows:
Yellow: 0.954 microns
Magenta: 0.863 microns
Cyan: 1.038 microns
These first-down ink layers were allowed to dry fully before overprinting.
Overprinting the First-Down Layers
The second-down ink layers were printed using the same technique as
for the first-down ink layer. The disk, however, had to be positioned carefully
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to create the correct geometry between the first and second-down ink layers.
An example of the method of calculating the percentage of gravimetric
trapping follows, using the data for the overprinting layer for Transfer YY27.
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Calculation of Gravimetric Trapping
For magenta overprinting yellow ink: (Data from Transfer YY27)
Specific gravity of magenta ink: 1.01856 g per cm3
Printed area: 17.9 x 2 cm = 35.8 cm2
"disk2" refers to the printing disk with which the second-down layer of
ink is printed.
weight of disk2
weight of disk2 + ink
weight of ink on disk2
= 84.9514g
= 84.9558 g
= 84.9558 g - 84.9514 g
= 0.0044 g
ink film thickness on disk2 weight -5- specific gravity -* area(l0,000)
0.0044g-0.94421g/cm3-35.8cm2(10,000)
1.206 microns
disk2 weight after transfer
weight of ink transferred
84.9535 g
84.9558 g - 84.9535
0.0023 g
area of ink transferred
directly to paper (A2)
weight of ink transferred
directly to paper
= 2cm^
=
.5(weight of ink on disk)(area of
coverage on paper * total area of
coverage)
=
.5(0.0044 g)(2 cm2 + 35.8cm2)
= 0.000122 g
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ink film thickness transferred
to paper as derived from ink
transfer curve = 0.585 microns
weight of ink2
transferred to inki = 0.0023 g - 0.000122 g
= 0.002178 g
area of ink2
transferred to inki = 35.8 cm2 - 2cm2
= 33.5 cm2
ink film thickness of ink2
transferred to inki = 0.002178 g + 1.01856 g/cm3 -h 33.5
cm2(10,000)
= 0.638 microns
actual % gravimetric trapping = ink film thickness trapped over first-
down ink -s- ink film thickness printed
directly on paper (100)
= 0.632 microns * 0.585 microns (100)
= 108%
The "actual" percentage of gravimetric trapping value represents the actual
physical trapping condition which occurred with this transfer. The average
"actual"
gravimetric trapping values achieved for the transfers overall were
within a range from 106.3 to 120.7%. The average "actual" percentage of
gravimetric trapping for each specific ink was as follows:
magenta overprinting yellow: 112.7%
magenta overprinting cyan: 119.4%
yellow overprinting cyan: 120.7%
yellow overprinting magenta: 113.9%
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cyan overprinting yellow: 106.3%
cyan overprinting magenta: 111.9%
In order to simulate a range of trapping values from a very poor percentage of
trapping to a very high percentage of trapping, an assumed value for the ink
film thickness of the overprinting ink, as it transferred directly to the paper,
was used. This value was based on an averaging of the ink film thicknesses
which yielded the standard SWOP target density for the first-down ink layer,
for each of the inks. In doing so, the ink film thickness of the overprinting
ink as it transferred to paper remained constant, while that which was
transferred to the first-down layer of ink varied with changes in ink film
thickness.
This resulted in a range of gravimetric trapping values that correlated with
the visual results achieved. For example, when a thin second ink film was
applied to the first-down ink to create the visual effect of poor trapping, it was
evaluated in terms of a value that represented relatively good ink transfer to
paper, even though the actual ink transferred to paper was as thin as that
transferred to the first-down ink.
The assumed ink film thickness for each overprinting ink as it transferred to
paper was the average ink film thickness that yielded the SWOP target density
for that ink, as noted on page 42:
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Yellow: 0.954 microns
Magenta: 0.863 microns
Cyan: 1.083 microns
Continuing for example with Transfer YY27, the "assumed" percentage of
gravimetric trapping was calculated as follows:
"assumed"
percentage of gravimetric trapping
= ink film thickness trapped over first-
down ink -i- "assumed" ink film
thickness printed directly on paper (100)
= 0.638 microns h- 0.863 microns (100)
= 73.9%
To calculate a percentage of apparent densitometric trapping that also
correlated with the visual results achieved, an assumed value was used for
the density of the overprinting ink as it transferred directly to paper. The
value used was the SWOP target density for the overprinting ink. In doing
so, the density value of the overprinting ink as it transferred directly to paper
remained constant, while the density of the overprinted area varied with the
changes in ink film thickness of the overprinting ink.
Continuing again, for example, with Transfer YY27, the
"assumed"
percentage of apparent densitometric trapping was calculated as follows:
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"assumed"
percentage of apparent trapping =
density of overlapping area - density of first-down ink qqqn
"assumed"
density of second-down ink directly on paper
= 1.00 - .05
1.29
= 73.6%
Colorimetric Analysis
All transfers were read with a Pacific Scientific Reflection
Spectrophotometer in the Munsell Color Science Laboratory at RIT. The
spectrophotometer was calibrated according to the following specifications:
CIE 1931 2 Standard Observer
Illuminant D65
45/0 Geometry
Reflectances were read at 10 nm intervals from 380-720 nm. Such a sampling
is fairly common in color measurement applications.2
Three readings were made of each transfer. The readings were made over the
length of each transfer at 3.5 cm intervals, starting at 3 cm from the leading
edge of the printing area. This was done to determine if the differences in ink
film thickness that occur as a natural part of the process, from one end of the
transfer to the other, were significant enough to constitute a noticeable
change in color. Upon comparison of the spectral data of the three readings,
the magnitude of difference was determined to be negligible. From this point
on, all analysis involved only the first reading from the leading edge of the
printing area.
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Further data manipulation involved dividing the paper out from the spectral
data and "weighting" the spectral data so that they would correspond with
illuminant D50. Illuminant D50, which has a correlated color temperature of
5000 K, was specified by the American National Standards Institute in 1985
(ANSI PH2.30) as part of the graphic arts viewing standards.3 Color
temperature refers to the fact that standard substances heated to different
temperatures generate electromagnetic energy in different wavelength
compositions. D50 is roughly equivalent to daylight in composition.4
Finally, tristimulus integation was performed and, from the resulting
tristimulus values, CIE L*a*b* coordinates were derived. Chroma (C*) and
hue angle (h) were calculated according to the following formulas:
chroma (C*) = (a*2 + b*2)!/2
hue angle (h) = arc tan (b*-s- a*)l/2
AE values were calculated in order to compare all replication transfers.
AE = (AL*2 + Aa*2 + Ab*2)l/2
Scatter diagrams of the data for each series were plotted in the CIE L*a*b*
color space and were analyzed with simple linear regression. Hue angle,
chroma, and value were plotted against percent gravimetric trapping (%GMT)
and percent densitometric (%DMT) trapping. The color plot closest to 100%
gravimetric trapping in each series was selected as a standard and AE values
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were calculated in both directions from these standards for all samples in the
series. The relationship between the standard and the sample to which it was
compared was used to analyze the range of trapping values that constituted
an acceptable match to the standard. From this analysis, the color variation in
each series was characterized.
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Footnotes for Chapter IV
1. J.A. Stephen Viggiano, "Models for the Prediction of Color in Graphic
Reproduction Technology," Master's Thesis, RLT, p.109.
2. Viggiano, p.109.
3. Gary G. Field, Color and it Reproduction (Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania:
Graphic Arts Technical Foundation, 1988), p.26.
4. Roger L. Williams, Paper and Ink Relationships (Nappanee, Indiana:
Practical Printing Management, 1985), p.89.
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CHAPTER V
RESULTS
A total of 177 usable two-color transfers resulted from the laboratory work for
this study. The breakdown of the transfers into individual series is as follows:
Range of "assumed" Range of "assumed"
Transfer Series Quantity %GMT %DMT
REDS:
R1:Y/M 30 22.0-358.5% 11.0-113.0%
R2:M/Y 26 25.1-149.7% 32.0-118.6%
GREENS:
GLY/C 32 21.9-186.3% 27.0-124.0%
G2: C/Y 30 13.2 183.6% 24.1 - 140.3%
BLUES:
B1:M/C 31 15.6-178.5% 24.0-113.9%
B2:C/M 28 15.5-167.8% 28.2-123.3%
Please refer to Appendices B through G for colorimetric data (X, Y, Z, L*, a*,
b*, C*, h values) and for percentages of "assumed" gravimetric trapping and
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"assumed" densitometric trapping for each individual transfer. A GUIDE to
these tables appears on page 118.
Replicated Transfers
An attempt was made to replicate the trapping conditions at discrete
points throughout each series to provide verification of the results. This
proved to be difficult to control as planned. Although the location and
number of points of replication differ in each series of transfers, the
distribution of points of replication within each series provides adequate basis
for verification of the results.
All transfers compared for replication had assumed percentages of
gravimetric trapping that were within 1.5% of each other. Of the 46
comparisons made, all but four yielded color difference values well within six
AE units. As noted earlier, studies have shown that this degree of color
difference may represent an acceptable color match in graphic arts
applications. This indicates that there was adequate replication of the
relationship between the assumed percentage of gravimetric trapping and the
resulting color appearance within each series.
Color difference data comparing replicated transfers appear in Appendices H
through M.
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Plots of the Series in the CIE L*a*b* Color Space
On the following pages are graphic representations of each transfer
series as they plot in the CIE L*a*b* color space. These allow for an
understanding of how each series is oriented in the color space overall.
The arrow along each series indicates the direction of change as the trapping
progresses from a low percentage to a high percentage of gravimetric trapping.
The general direction of change for all series is in agreement with the
accepted notion that in an undertrapping condition the hue of the overprint
will be distorted toward the first-down color, and in an overtrapping
condition the hue of the overprint will be distorted toward the second-down
color.
When the plots for the opposing color sequences for a given color are
compared, there is a point at which the individual series intersect. The plots
in each series that are closest to this point of intersection were compared to
see how similar their percentages of trapping were relative to their color
difference as defined by AE units. The data involved in these comparisons
follow in Table 1.
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Table 1
Plots Created by Opposing Ink Sequences
that are Related in the CIE L*a*b* Color Space
Color Plot L* a* b* C* h %GMT %DMT AE
Rl: Y/M
MM63 54.85 70.14 49.0 85.56 34.93 115.0 75.0
R2:M/Y
YY26 57.01 69.38 49.2 85.05 35.34 89.4 79.8
Difference 2.16 0.76 0.2 0.51 0.41 25.6 4.8 2.29
Gl: Y/C
CC56 57.92 -66.33 26.33 71.36 158.35 96.8 83.0
G2: C/Y
YY94 58.46 -66.56 27.53 72.02 157.53 94.5 90.3
Difference 0.54 0.23 1.20 0.66 0.82 2.3 7.3 1.33
B1:M/C
CC32 29.53 21.62 -49.25 53.78 293.71 83.0 68.2
B2: C/M
MM35 25.05 21.20 -48.57 52.99 293.59 128.3 100.0
Difference 4.48 0.42 0.68 0.79 0.12 45.3 31.8 4.55
Figure 5
Transfer Series R1: Y/M
in the CIE L*a*b" Color Space
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Figure 6
60
Transfer Series R2: M/Y
in the CIE L*a*b* Color Space
Figure 7
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Transfer Series G1 : Y/C
in the CIE L*a*b* Color Space
Figure 8
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Transfer Series G2: C/Y
in the CIE L*a*b* Color Space
Figure 9
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Transfer Series B1 : M/C
in the CIE L*a*b" Color Space
60 90
Figure 10
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Transfer Series B2: C/M
in the CIE L*a*b* Color Space
.a 0
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As can be seen from the data in Table 1, the relationship between color
appearance and the percentage of trapping can differ relative to the color
sequence that created the overprint. This suggests that color sequence may be
an important consideration when characterizing the effect of trapping on
color appearance.
For all comparisons the AE values, which incorporate the differences in L*,
a*, and b*, are all within six AE units, presumably constituting an acceptable
match in graphic arts applications. The match can be seen to be even closer
when considering only the differences in hue (h) and chroma (C*), and
negating any difference in value (L*). (In the preceding CIE
L*a*b* color space
charts, the plots are essentially expressing hue and chroma, as derived by
combining
a* and b*; value is not represented.)
Overall, when the color appearance of the overprints is compared to the
percentages of gravimetric and densitometric trapping associated with them,
there is not a clear or consistent relationship. Trapping values may not, then,
be reliable standards by which to judge a color match for opposing ink
sequences. The colorimetric terms in and of themselves are clearly more
useful, informative and reliable in this case.
Regression Analysis
A graphic representation of each transfer series in the CIE L*a*b* color
space was generated by plotting a* against b*. In addition, the changes in h,
C*, and L* for each series were plotted against the percentage of gravimetric
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trapping for that series to graphically represent how each color dimension
changes as the percentage of gravimetric trapping changes.
For all of these curves, R2was generated using simple linear, polynomial,
exponential, and logarithmic regression analysis in order to determine which
mathematical model was the best predictor for a given response. The
following table contains R2 for each model as it pertains to the CIE L*a*b*
color space and to each color dimension plotted against the percentages of
gravimetric trapping for each series.
Table 2
R2 As Calculated by Four DifferentMathematicalModels
Curve Linear Polynomial Logarithmic Exponential
Rl: Y/M
a* vs. b* .49 .52 .52 .53
h
vs. %GMT .76 .99 .94 .65
C* vs. %GMT .80 .97 .87 .79
L* vs. %GMT .24 .61 .44 .24
R2:M/Y
a* vs. b* .67 .70 .67 .66
h
vs. %GMT .76 .97 .94 .81
C* vs. %GMT .78 .79 .75 .76
L* vs. %GMT .86 .96 .97 .89
Gl: Y/C
a* vs. b* .89 .92
h
vs. %GMT .90 .982 .984 .92
C* vs. %GMT .97 .98 .95 .96
L* vs. %GMT .80 .84 .73 .79
G2: C/Y
a* vs. b* .917 .919
h
vs. %GMT .87 .965 .968 .84
C* vs. %GMT .54 .67 .34 .53
L* vs. %GMT .93 .98 .95 .96
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Curve Linear
B1:M/C
a* vs. b* .79 .87
h
vs. %GMT .95 .97 .96 .94
C* vs. %GMT .29 .33 .24 .29
L* vs. %GMT .93 .96 .92 .96
B2: C/M
a* vs. b* .972 .979
h
vs. %GMT .94 .98 .94 .95
C* vs. %GMT .14 .86 .01 .15
L* vs. %GMT .95 .97 .90 .96
In general, the best numerical fit was attained with the polynomial model.
However, the visual line produced by the polynomial model often didn't
follow the expected result based on what is known about the physical
interaction of the variables involved. Even though a better statistical fit is
attained with the polynomial model, when the physical curves are examined
other curve fits seem more logical.
Two exceptions to this must be noted:
1. For all transfer series, the polynomial model produces the best numerical
and visual fit for the h vs. %GMT curve.
2. This is also the case for L* vs. %GMT in both instances where yellow ink is
overprinted (R2: M/Y; G2: C/Y). This is understandable, in that one would
expect the lightness to drop off more rapidly initially because the overprinting
ink is considerably darker than the first-down yellow ink.
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The curves that exhibit the most logical fit in each instance are presented on
the following pages. They are grouped by series in the following order:
1. Rl: Y/M 2. R2: M/Y
3. Gl: Y/C 4. G2: C/Y
5. Bl: M/C 6. B2: C/M
For each series, four curves are presented. The first is an enlargement of the
CIE L*a*b* color space (a* vs. b*) curve presented previously. This is followed
by h vs. %GMT, C* vs. %GMT, and L* vs. %GMT for each series.
Figure 11
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Enlarged View of Transfer Series
R1 : Y/M in the CIE L'a*b* Color Space
-a 40
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Figure 12
50
Transfer Series R1 : Y/M
h vs. %GMT
y = 2.4933 + 0.40061 x - 1 .251 4e-3xA2 + 1 .2834e-6xA3 RA2 = 0.991
40 -
o 30
400
Figure 13
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100
Transfer Series R1 : Y/M
C*
vs. %GMT
400
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Figure 14
57
Transfer Series R1 : Y/M
L*
vs. %GMT
y = 55.339 - 5.7081 e-3x RA2 = 0.249
400
Figure 15
Enlarged View of Transfer Series
R2: M/Y in CIE L*a*b* Color Space
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y = 75.604 - 0.3841 6x RA2 = 0.678
Figure 16
Transfer Series R2: M/Y
h vs. %GMT
150
%GMT
y = 86.637 1 .31 20x + 1 .0960e-2xA2 - 3.0993e-5xA3 RA2 = 0.970
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Figure 17
Transfer Series R2: M/Y
C*
vs. %GMT
100
o
y = 69.646 + 0.1 51 87x RA2 = 0.786
60 | 1 i 1 r iiii
50 100
%GMT
150
Figure 18
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Transfer Series R2: M/Y
L*
vs. %GMT
1500 50 100
%GMT
y = 90.356 - 0.82986x + 7.1 094e-3xA2
- 2.21 55e-5xA3 RA2 = 0.966
Figure 19
Enlarged View of Transfer Series
G1 : Y/C in the CIE L*a*b* Color Space
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Figure 20
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Transfer Series G1 : Y/C
h vs. %GMT
200
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180 -
170
160
150
140
100
%GMT
y = 21 9.66 - 1 .1 869x + 7.21 69e-3xA2 - 1 .6395e-5xA3 RA2 = 0.982
200
Figure 21
Transfer Series G1 : Y/C
C*
vs. %GMT
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Figure 22
Transfer Series G1 : Y/C
L*
vs. %GMT
80
200
%GMT
Figure 23
Enlarged View of Transfer Series
G2: C/Y in the CIE L'a'b* Color Space
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y = 98.941 + 1 .01 79x RA2 = 0.91 7
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Figure 24
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Transfer Series G2: C/Y
h vs. %GMT
170
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150 --
_ 140
130
110
~
100
%GMT
y = 1 05.79 + 0.90472x - 5.0296e-3xA2 + 1 .0967e-5xA3 RA2 = 0.965
200
Figure 25
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Transfer Series G2: C/Y
C*
vs. %GMT
200
Figure 26
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Transfer Series G2: C/Y
L*
vs. %GMT
100
%GMT
200
y = 88.1 22 - 0.51 807x + 2.6702e-3xA2 - 5.9291 e-6xA3 RA2 = 0.987
Figure 27
Enlarged View of Transfer Series
B1 : M/C in the CIE L*a*b* Color Space
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Figure 28
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Transfer Series B1 : M/C
h vs. %GMT
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270 -
260
100
%GMT
y = 254.54 + 0.65583x - 2.7629e-3xA2 + 5.5269e-6xA3 RA2 = 0.979
200
Figure 29
Transfer Series B1 : M/C
C*
vs %GMT
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Figure 30
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Transfer Series B1 : M/C
L*
vs. %GMT
200
Figure 31
Enlarged View of Transfer Series
B2: C/M in the CIE L*a*b* Color Space
-10-
y= - 68.042 + 0.87978x RA2 = 0.972
-50--
Figure 32
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Transfer Series B2: C/M
h vs. %GMT
280
100
%GMT
y = 343.41 - 0.53204X + 8.0360e-4xA2 + 2.6723e-6xA3 RA2 = 0.980
200
Figure 33
Transfer Series B2: C/M
C*
vs. %GMT
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Figure 34
Transfer Series B2: C/M
L*
vs. %GMT
200
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Some general tendencies and characteristics revealed by these curves for each
color dimension are discussed below.
CIE L*a*b* Color Space Plots
In the cases of both Rl: Y/M and R2: M/Y, there's a large degree of
dispersion across the series. Because Rl: Y/M was the first series generated,
the lack of linear correlation could be attributed to "operator error."
However, this conclusion could be challenged by the fact that the R2: M/Y
series was the last to be generated, and all the series generated in between
show relatively high degrees of correlation. The lack of a linear relationship
in both cases may indicate that the interaction of magenta and yellow SWOP
inks is inherently less predictable than the interactions of magenta and cyan
ink, or cyan and yellow ink.
The CIE L*a*b* plots for the two green series approximate the predicted
theoretical ideal well and to similar degrees (R2 for Gl = .89; for G2 = .91). The
best correlation to the ideal is shown in the B2: C/M series (R2 = .97). Bl: M/C
is a weaker approximation (R2 = .79). However, if the two end points are not
taken into consideration, R2 improves to .87.
These CIE L*a*b* plots are useful for comprehending the general direction of
color change that occurs with changes in trapping. It should be kept in mind,
however, that value is not represented in these plots, and that each transfer is
not plotted with respect to its percentage of gravimetric trapping. While the
overall general direction of trapping across each series is linear, in a few
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instances points would need to be transposed to be related strictly with the
percentage of trapping.
hvs. %GMT
In the cases of both Rl: Y/M and R2: M/Y, the increase in h tends to
level as the percentage of gravimetric trapping increases. For Rl,
h
starts to
level at 210% GMT (107% DMT). For R2, h starts to level at 102% GMT (89%
DMT). This suggests that the hue of a red overprint will show smaller
degrees of change as the percentage of trapping increases past a certain point.
This same characteristic applies to all of the remaining series. For Gl: Y/C,
h
starts to level at 155.2% GMT (121% DMT); for G2: C/Y, h starts to level at
136% GMT (122.5% DMT); for Bl: M/C, the tendency to level is less obvious,
but is still evident. The changes in the slope of the line suggest that with a
larger sample, the leveling would become more obvious. In this case, the
leveling appears to begin at 141.2% GMT (94.5% DMT); for B2: C/M,
h
starts
to level at 143.3% GMT (118.5% DMT).
There is only a small degree of consistency in the trapping values at the point
at which
h
starts to level.
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Table 3
Trapping Values at Which h Levels
Series %GMT %DMT A%
Rl: Y/M 210.0 107.0 103.0
R2:M/Y 102.6 89.1 13.5
G1:Y/C 155.2 121.0 34.2
G2:C/Y 136.0 122.5 13.5
B1:M/C 143.3 118.5 24.8
B2: C/M 141.2 94.5 46.7
Review of the previous table shows that, in terms of the percentage of
gravimetric trapping, the point at which
h starts to level appears to be related
for series Gl, G2, Bl, and B2. The points all fall within a 19.2% range (26.5%
range for DMT). However, because the values are
"assumed,"
they cannot be
easily related to a production situation.
This study is not addressing the relationship between percentages of trapping
calculated gravimetrically versus those calculated densitometrically. These
values are presented here to illustrate once again the lack of a consistent
relationship found between them in this study and the need to further
analyze trapping and its quantification.
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C*vs. %GMT
For all six series there is a strong general linear relationship between
chroma and the percentage of gravimetric trapping-as the percentage of
gravimetric trapping increases, chroma also increases.
Although the curves show a relatively large degree of noise, on closer
examination this can usually be attributed to the scaling of the ordinates.
For all colors there is a strong correlation between the degrees of saturation
achieved by opposing overprint sequences. There is also a clear hierarchy
among the three overprint colors, as the following table illustrates.
Table 4
Range of C* Values Achieved in Each Series
Series /Sequence Range of C* Values
R1:Y/M 76.37-98.56
R2:M/Y 67.24 - 92.27
Gl: Y/C 55.65 - 85.23
G2: C/Y 65.20 - 79.81
B1:M/C 51.12-58.69
B2: C/M 49.81 - 56.02
These values suggest that printing sequence does not greatly influence the
degree of saturation that can be achieved for a given overprint.
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The hierarchy of the colors from the greatest degree of saturation to the least
degree of saturation is in agreement with the known behavior of real inks
relative to their impurities. In both cases where yellow (the most "pure" ink)
is involved, greater degrees of saturation are achieved. Where cyan (the least
"pure" ink) is involved, the degree of saturation achieved is most limited.
L*vs. %GMT
For all six series, the general tendency is for value to decrease in a
linear fashion with increases in the percentage of gravimetric trapping.
As noted earlier, in cases where yellow is being overprinted (R2: M/Y; G2:
C/Y), lightness drops off quickly initially, as would be expected. In both cases
where yellow is the overprinting color, the curves appear to exhibit
considerable
"noise." However, on closer examination, it may be determined
that the "noise" is once again due largely to the scaling of the ordinate.
The Relationship Between a Standard and
the Remaining Samples in a Series
The following graphs were generated in this manner: For each transfer
series, the color plot that fell closest to 100% gravimetric trapping was selected
as a
"standard." The AE values for all other plots in the series were calculated
relative to this standard. The percentage of gravimetric trapping and AE were
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then plotted against each other. The objective was to quantify, for each series,
the range of trapping values for colors that fell within +/- six AE units of the
standard.
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The most striking characteristic shared by the preceding curves is that the
slope of the AE line diminishes for trapping values greater than 100%
gravimetric trapping (this is true for all series except Rl: Y/M). This suggests
that color variation may become less critical as the percentage of trapping
increases. This is in agreement with the data presented earlier showing that
changes in h tend to level as the percentage of trapping increases.
This suggests that in establishing standards for color variation relative to a
standard trapping value, the range within which an acceptable color match
would fall may be greater to the plus-side of the standard.
In studying the data associated with these curves (in Appendices N through
S), ranges of percentage of gravimetric and densitometric trapping values can
be defined relative to those color plots that fall within +/- six AE units of a
standard at 100% gravimetic trapping. The ranges in the following table
should be judged only in light of the fact that they are values derived from
laboratory study and not necessarily related to a true production situation.
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Table 5
Range of Trapping Values Encompassing
Acceptable ColorMatches to a Standard at 100% GMT
Range of %GMT Values Range of %DMT Values
Series Defining +/- Six AE Units Definin.g +/- Six AE Units
Rl: Y/M 89.8 - 125.0 56.0 - 78.0
R2:M/Y 73.2 - 135.0 73.6 - 110.0
Gl: Y/C 84.6 - 114.0 77.0 - 92.0
G2: C/Y 89.3 - 120.3 86.2 - 109.6
B1:C/M 76.0 - 114.0 67.0 - 95.0
B2: M/C 82.9 - 120.0 66.6 - 84.0
The ranges in the preceding table defined by percentages of gravimetric
trapping appear to be somewhat well related, suggesting that color sequence is
not a significant factor affecting the range of trapping values within which
"acceptable"
color matches might be achieved.
The size of the range for all color sequences, except Rl and R2, are all similar
as defined gravimetrically. This suggests that a strong relationship may exist
in general between the degree of color variation and the percentage of
gravimetric trapping and that efforts to establish such tolerances would be
warranted.
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSIONS
In the introduction of this paper, the purpose of this study is described as
"two-fold and largely academic. Most specifically, it was to address color
variation as a function of changes in simulated trapping in an attempt to
gain deeper insight into how this variable, in and of itself, contributes to
color variation. In this regard, there are two questions of central interest:
1. How does the efficiency of trapping affect the
coloras defined by CIE L*a*b* hue, chroma, and
value coordinatesof an overprint?
2. Do all color combinations and sequences vary
similarly?
REDS GREENS BLUES
(Rl) (R2) (Gl) (G2) (Bl) (B2)
Y_ M X C M
MY C Y CM
Secondly, in responding to the increasing availability and applicability of
colorimetric analysis to the graphic arts, the purpose was to apply a different
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analysis approach to a common printing variable in an attempt to broaden
understanding of the color reproduction process. While the densitometer is
well established as a process control tool, there are other areas of color
measurement in the graphic arts for which a colorimeter or
spectrophotometer would be a more useful and insightful tool. By applying
colorimetric analysis in experimental studies, the process of determining its
applications and feasibility under production conditions will be facilitated."
This purpose is reiterated here in order to provide a clear context within
which the following may be considered.
In answer to the questions put forth, the following general conclusions are
drawn from the results presented.
1. The colorimetric data presented is in agreement with the accepted notion
that in an undertrapping condition, the hue of the overprint will be distorted
toward the first-down color, and in an overtrapping condition the hue will be
distorted toward the second-down color.
2. Color sequence may affect the relationship between the percentage of
trapping and the resulting color appearance (two color plots created by
opposing sequences approximated each other colorimetrically, but they had
significantly different trapping values). This suggests that color sequence is
an important factor when characterizing the relationship between color
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variation and percentages of trapping. It also suggests that trapping values are
unreliable indicators of a color match.
3. In predicting the relationship between h, C*, L* and percentage of
gravimetric trapping, the best numerical fit will be attained with the
polynomial model. However, the most logical fit based on what is known
about the physical interaction of the variables involved will be attained with
a simple linear model.
There are two exceptions to this. For h the best fit numerically and logically
will be attained with the polynomial model for all colors and sequences. This
also applies to the relationship between
L* and the percentage of gravimetric
trapping in cases where yellow is being overprinted.
4. Hue is an important response relative to percentages of trapping. Of the
three color dimensions, h is most predictable. h tends to level, suggesting
that as the percentage of trapping increases, the contribution of hue to color
shifts is diminished. The point at which hue levels was not consistent as
defined in this study and requires more in-depth analysis and study.
5. As the percentage of gravimetric trapping increases, chroma will increase
in a linear manner. This tendency remains strong, despite the characteristic
leveling of changes in hue. This suggests that hue shifts are not a sigificant
consideration when trying to increase saturation by increasing the percentage
of trapping.
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Color sequence does not have a significant effect on the degree of saturation
that can ultimately be achieved.
The results of this study were in agreement with the known behavior of
process color inks, relative to their inherent impurities.
6. A strong linear relationship exists between value and percentage of
trapping.
7. As the percentage of gravimetric trapping increases beyond 100%, the
degree of color change, as defined by AE values, diminishes. This suggests
that color variation becomes less critical as the percentage of trapping
increases. In establishing tolerances for color variation relative to a standard
trapping value, the range would probably be greater on the plus-side of the
standard trapping value.
8. The degree of correlation among the size of the ranges of trapping values
within which color varied to within +/- six AE units in this study suggests
that a strong correlation may exist between the degree of color variation and
the percentage of trapping. Further study of this relationship is warranted.
The second purpose of this study proved as worthwhile as the first. By
applying colorimetric analysis to a printing variable commonly analyzed
densitometrically (i.e. trapping), the role it plays in color appearance has come
to be better understood. While one must be careful in making direct
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inferences from laboratory research such as was involved in this study to a
true production situation, the results gained are a start toward better
characterizing what does occur in a production situation, and toward the
application of colorimetric analysis techniques in production situations.
Color is a truly complex phenomenon. As its use continues to proliferate
throughout the graphic arts, so does the need for graphic arts practitioners to
become more literate about color and its control.
Colorimetry can serve to enlighten and assist graphic arts practitioners as they
confront the confusing and unpredictable world of color. It offers a
standardized language and standardized tools with which to explore color and
the technical issues surrounding its graphic reproduction.
May its use grow along with the continuing color-boom in the printing
industry as we now know it.
Recommendations for Further Study
1. A study of the relationship between percentages of gravimetric trapping
and percentages of densitometric trapping.
2. An analysis of color variation relative to changes in trapping in a
production situation.
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3. A study of the consistency between a standard color and trapping values
measured according to various methods.
4. Continued observation and analysis of the data derived by this study.
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Appendix A
Ink Transfer Curve Data
For Yellow Ink:
IFT on Disk Resulting TFT on Paper
0.325 0.059
0.443 0.147
0.739 0.443
0.857 0.384
0.857 0.295
0.887 0.325
0.946 0.621
1.124 0.562
0.331 0.295
1.479 0.887
1.597 0.828
1.686 0.917
1.745 0.917
1.893 1.124
2.514 1.360
2.662 1.420
3.195 1.479
3.579 1.745
3.964 1.804
Simple Linear Regression Analvsis:
Intercept = 2.343822E-02
Slope = .4896356
R-Square = .9592764
Pearson's R = .9794266
Standard Error of Estimate = .1096412
Standard Err*or of Eilope = 2.446808E-02
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Appendix A (continued)
For Magenta Ink:
IFT on Disk (in microns) Resulting IFT on Paper
0.383 0.191
0.411 0.246
0.466 0.109
0.548 0.191
0.548 0.274
0.548 0.356
0.658 0.274
0.685 0.274
0.685 0.383
0.740 0.383
0.740 0.246
0.932 0.521
1.124 0.685
1.151 0.658
1.179 0.630
1.150 0.887
1.158 0.795
1.398 0.887
1.974 1.069
2.111 1.096
2.413 1.234
2.632 1.343
2.852 1.371
3.070 1.480
Simple Linear Regression Analvsis:
Intercept = -6.838918E-03
Slope = .5071105
R-Square = .9625861
Pearson's R = .9811147
Standard Error of Estimate = .0845775
Standard Error of Slope = 2.131514E-02
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Appendix A (continued)
For Cyan Ink:
IFT on Disk (in microns) Resulting IFT on Paper
0.217 0.190
0.326 0.217
0.326 0.108
0.435 0.299
0.571 0.326
0.571 0.224
0.605 0.381
0.762 0.571
0.816 0.435
0.979 0.653
1.170 0.734
1.250 0.734
1.496 0.870
1.496 0.925
2.041 1.170
2.041 0.925
2.068 1.061
2.694 1.360
2.775 1.387
3.565 1.741
Simple Linear Regression Analysis:
Intercept = 9.715545E-02
Slope = .4696267
R-Square = .9745964
Pearson's R = .9872164
Standard Error of Estimate
Standard Error of Slope
= 8.384361E-02
= 1.739447E-02
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Guide to Appendices B-G
The tables in Appendices B-G contain the following for each transfer in
each series:
1. Transfer Identifier: designated alphanumerically by two letters and
two digits. The letters indicate the first-down ink (YY = yellow ink
first-down; MM = magenta ink first-down; CC = cyan ink first-down).
The digits are strictly identifiers and do not relate to a numeric order
(the transfers are ordered according to their percentage of gravimetric
trapping, from the lowest percentage in the series to the highest);
2. the tristimulus values (X, Y, and Z);
3. the CIE L*a*b* coordinants L* (value), a* (redness/greenness), b*
(yellowness /blueness), C* (chroma), and h (hue angle);
4. the "assumed" percentage of gravimetric trapping (%GMT);
5. the "assumed" percentage of densitometric trapping (%DMT).
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Colorimetric and Percentage of Trapping Data
for Transfer Series Rl: Y/M
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Appendix B
Colorimetric and Percentage of Trapping Data
for Transfer Series Rl: Y/M
Transfer X Y
MM72 43.68 23.54 13.68
MM50 43.02 23.50 10.93
MM71 43.19 23.66 11.08
MM55 43.15 23.48 9.99
MM87 43.48 23.84 9.56
MM69 43.11 23.90 8.58
MM79 42.08 22.89 8.76
MM89 43.34 23.97 8.91
MM82 41.43 22.41 8.04
MM68 41.65 22.53 7.33
MM67 42.34 23.51 7.31
MM88 40.61 21.87 6.55
MM47 41.97 23.03 6.78
MM53 41.09 22.50 5.53
MM65 40.86 22.53 4.53
MM78 41.22 22.70 4.50
MM86 40.46 21.79 3.87
MM81 40.40 22.17 3.94
MM64 41.11 23.05 4.31
MM63 40.84 22.79 4.04
MM93 39.51 21.39 2.64
MM62 39.69 21.64 2.95
MM60 40.14 21.68 2.65
MM91 39.89 21.70 2.43
MM58 40.64 22.24 2.41
MM46 40.41 22.30 2.62
MM51 40.18 22.13 2.04
MM74 39.75 21.70 1.05
MM85 40.59 22.29 1.73
MM80 40.60 22.87 1.66
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Appendix B (continued)
Transfer L* a* b*
MM72 55.63 75.34 13.59
MM50 55.58 73.56 21.44
MM71 55.75 73.35 21.27
MM55 55.56 74.04 24.41
MM87 55.93 73.43 26.48
MM69 55.99 72.10 30.04
MM79 54.96 73.45 27.59
MM89 56.06 72.47 28.96
MM82 54.46 73.66 29.42
MM68 54.58 73.80 32.44
MM67 55.60 71.48 34.24
MM88 53.89 73.62 34.51
MM47 55.11 72.49 35.63
MM53 54.56 72,18 40.37
MM65 54.59 71.36 45.66
MM78 54.77 71.67 46.16
MM86 53.80 73.52 48.22
MM81 54.21 71.58 48.50
MM64 55.13 69.79 47.87
MM63 54.85 70.14 49.00
MM93 53.38 72.41 56.10
MM62 53.65 71.77 54.20
MM60 53.69 73.00 56.59
MM91 53.71 72.14 58.43
MM58 54.28 72.02 59.53
MM46 54.35 71.00 57.94
MM51 54.17 71.07 62.71
MM74 53.71 71.72 67.61
MM85 54.34 71.59 66.13
MM80 54.94 69.04 67.91
Appendix B (continued)
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Transfer %GMT %DMT
MM72
MM50
MM71
MM55
MM87
MM69
MM79
MM89
MM82
MM68
MM67
MM88
MM47
MM53
MM65
MM78
MM86
MM81
MM64
MM63
MM93
MM62
MM60
MM91
MM58
MM46
MM51
MM74
MM85
MM80
76.555 10.22
76.620 16.24
76.371 16.17
77.960 18.24
78.058 19.83
78.107 22.61
78.460 20.58
78.042 21.78
79.317 21.77
80.615 23.72
79.257 25.59
81.307 25.11
80.773 26.17
82.702 29.21
84.717 32.61
85.248 32.78
87.992 33.25
86.463 34.12
84.629 34.44
85.560 34.93
91.599 37.76
89.936 37.05
92.365 37.78
92.834 39.00
93.438 39.57
91.640 39.21
94.781 41.42
98.564 43.31
97.459 42.72
96.841 44.52
22.0
30.7
37.5
47.0
53.1
56.4
56.6
62.5
62.5
65.6
75.2
78.5
81.1
89.8
99.0
103.1
111.9
112.0
112.1
115.0
139.9
140.5
142.9
151.8
151.8
151.9
180.5
210.0
217.2
358.5
11.0
25.0
27.0
27.0
35.0
37.0
38.0
36.0
40.0
41.0
46.0
42.0
47.0
56.0
66.0
57.0
69.0
68.0
73.0
75.0
79.0
81.0
74.0
89.0
88.0
91.0
96.0
107.0
108.0
113.0
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Appendix C
Colorimetric and Percentage of Trapping Data
for Transfer Series R2: M/Y
Transfer
YY03 60.81 49.53 7.96
YY04 58.52 46.34 8.58
YY10 54.25 39.83 6.80
YY42 56.09 42.96 9.40
YY40 53.89 40.50 6.79
YY13 51.50 36.24 5.49
YY08 49.74 33.70 4.91
YY12 49.56 33.14 6.42
YY15 49.18 32.76 6.23
YY22 47.92 30.73 5.34
YY20 46.77 28.92 5.05
YY14 46.16 28.06 5.14
YY44 45.87 29.50 6.84
YY27 44.56 26.50 5.64
YY19 45.40 26.99 4.91
YY46 46.21 28.20 6.59
YY43 44.73 26.21 4.77
YY24 44.11 25.44 4.62
YY26 43.69 24.93 4.65
YY39 42.28 23.66 4.28
YY45 41.36 22.73 4.00
YY28 42.54 23.53 4.88
YY29 41.36 22.89 4.66
YY34 41.19 22.17 4.26
YY31 39.55 20.35 3.50
YY37 38.96 19.91 2.93
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Appendix C (continued)
lxcuibier L* a* b*
YY03 75.78 33.23 66.49
YY04 73.77 36.45 60.71
YY10 69.35 44.96 60.01
YY42 71.53 40.16 53.94
YY40 69.83 41.97 60.96
YY13 66.71 49.23 61.53
YY08 64.73 53.09 61.06
YY12 64.28 54.55 52.98
YY15 63.97 54.85 53.31
YY22 62.28 58.69 54.62
YY20 60.72 62.23 53.45
YY14 59.95 63.84 51.62
YY44 61.22 57.50 45.93
YY27 58.51 65.46 46.64
YY19 58.97 65.89 51.14
YY46 60.07 63.42 44.99
YY43 58.24 67.14 50.61
YY24 57.51 68.46 50.23
YY26 57.01 69.38 49.20
YY39 55.75 70.65 49.10
YY45 54.80 71.96 49.10
YY28 55.62 71.99 45.55
YY29 54.96 71.28 45.59
YY34 54.21 74.00 46.54
YY31 52.23 77.44 47.86
YY37 51.74 77.71 51.05
Appendix C (continued)
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Transfer %GMT %DMT
YY03 74.331 63.44 25.1 32.0
YY04 70.811 59.01 29.0 34.8
YY10 75.056 53.20 31.8 42.6
YY42 67.248 53.33 31.9 40.3
YY40 74.010 55.45 31.9 41.0
YY13 78.800 51.33 34.6 47.2
YY08 80.912 48.99 38.2 54.2
YY12 76.043 44.16 44.6 58.9
YY15 76.488 44.18 57.1 58.1
YY22 80.173 42.94 57.1 63.5
YY20 82.033 40.65 63.8 69.7
YY14 82.098 38.95 66.9 69.7
YY44 73.592 38.61 66.9 65.1
YY27 80.375 35.46 73.2 73.0
YY19 83.407 37.81 73.3 73.6
YY46 77.757 35.35 73.9 68.9
YY43 84.078 37.00 79.8 75.1
YY24 84.910 36.26 89.4 81.3
YY26 85.054 35.34 89.4 79.8
YY39 86.036 34.79 102.6 89.1
YY45 87.115 34.30 112.0 94.5
YY28 85.190 32.32 112.1 87.5
YY29 84.612 32.60 112.1 93.0
YY34 87.418 32.16 127.8 101.5
YY31 91.035 31.71 140.3 112.4
YY37 92.978 33.30 149.7 118.6
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Colorimetric and Percentage of Trapping Data
for Transfer Series Gl: Y/C
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Appendix D
Colorimetric and Percentage of Trapping Data
for Transfer Series Gl: Y/C
Transfer X
CC49 16.12 28.28 34.13
CC86 15.00 27.61 27.43
CC87 15.28 28.06 30.65
CC93 14.12 26.39 27.56
CC73 13.85 26.53 24.35
CC72 14.40 27.13 23.03
CC50 14.22 27.40 22.20
CC78 14.51 27.35 24.54
CC67 13.94 27.41 19.27
CC96 14.50 27.86 17.53
CC52 13.07 26.43 15.11
CC53 13.33 26.58 14.77
CC79 13.40 27.10 14.61
CC70 13.92 27.58 12.46
CC55 13.21 26.68 12.02
CC54 12.53 25.71 12.41
CC56 12.38 25.88 10.66
CC66 11.29 24.46 9.75
CC95 10.30 23.49 8.20
CC94 11.53 24.96 7.23
CC74 11.65 25.16 7.31
CC58 10.79 23.89 6.07
CC60 11.13 24.13 6.41
CC61 9.72 22.22 6.35
CC83 9.69 22.53 4.91
CC77 9.51 22.14 5.48
CC69 10.88 23.67 4.65
CC64 10.54 23.28 4.39
CC81 9.83 22.62 4.65
CC62 10.71 23.42 5.33
CC89 11.12 24.26 4.69
CC65 10.46 23.35 4.15
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Appendix D (continued)
Transfer L* a* b*
CC49 60.14 -52.74 -17.78
CC86 59.54 -56.67 -8.35
CC87 59.95 -56.72 -12.87
CC93 58.41 -57.13 -10.51
CC73 58.54 -59.40 -4.68
CC72 59.10 -58.42 -1.26
CC50 59.34 -60.57 0.75
CC78 59.30 -58.57 -3.70
CC67 59.35 -62.32 6.72
CC96 59.77 -60.66 11.27
CC52 58.45 -64.00 14.75
CC53 58.58 -62.89 15.83
CC79 59.07 -64.54 17.09
CC70 59.51 -63.11 23.64
CC55 58.67 -64.08 23.47
CC54 57.76 -64.63 20.79
CC56 57.92 -66.33 26.33
CC66 56.55 -68.06 26.91
CC95 55.58 -71.23 30.76
CC94 57.04 -68.45 37.09
CC74 57.23 -68.43 37.06
CC58 55.98 -69.29 40.27
CC60 56.22 -67.84 39.17
CC61 54.26 -70.13 36.07
CC83 54.58 -71.75 43.60
CC77 54.18 -71.50 39.96
CC69 55.76 -67.62 47.03
CC64 55.36 -68.49 47.81
CC81 54.68 -71.07 45.15
CC62 55.51 -67.82 43.04
CC89 56.35 -68.46 49.32
CC65 55.34 -69.38 49.32
Appendix D (continued)
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Transfer %GMT %DMT
CC49 55.656 198.63 21.9 27.0
CC86 57.281 188.38 28.9 37.0
CC87 58.161 192.78 28.9 34.0
CC93 58.088 190.42 37.6 36.0
CC73 59.584 184.50 37.7 40.0
CC72 58.433 181.23 37.8 41.0
CC50 60.574 179.30 40.8 48.0
CC78 58.686 183.61 41.1 40.0
CC67 62.681 173.85 47.2 53.0
CC96 61.698 169.48 59.6 60.0
CC52 65.677 167.03 65.9 65.0
CC53 64.851 165.88 72.2 71.0
CC79 66.764 165.17 75.4 68.0
CC70 67.392 159.47 84.6 77.0
CC55 68.242 159.89 87.6 77.0
CC54 67.891 162.17 88.2 76.0
CC56 71.364 158.35 96.8 83.0
CC66 73.186 158.43 100.2 83.0
CC95 77.587 156.65 112.2 91.0
CC94 77.852 151.55 121.6 95.0
CC74 77.821 151.57 125.6 95.0
CC58 80.142 149.84 133.9 104.0
CC60 78.336 150.00 133.9 101.0
CC61 78.862 152.79 137.4 103.0
CC83 83.958 148.72 142.4 115.0
CC77 81.908 150.80 146.3 111.0
CC69 82.366 145.19 155.2 117.0
CC64 83.526 145.09 155.2 121.0
CC81 84.198 147.58 164.2 118.0
CC62 80.324 147.60 164.9 115.0
CC89 83.519 145.06 168.1 120.0
CC65 85.123 144.60 186.3 124.0
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Appendix E
Colorimetric and Percentage of Trapping Data
for Transfer Series G2: C/Y
Transfer X
YY52 48.04 62.47 13.20
YY53 43.99 58.82 10.76
YY76 35.15 50.39 9.06
YY82 29.72 45.07 10.06
YY48 25.69 41.25 11.60
YY90 23.15 38.18 12.15
YY56 20.00 35.16 10.57
YY86 19.96 34.95 10.68
YY57 19.28 34.26 9.47
YY71 17.63 32.43 8.72
YY74 17.17 31.75 8.97
YY75 18.87 33.96 10.07
YY81 16.06 30.73 8.67
YY58 15.27 29.51 9.54
YY60 15.36 29.55 12.25
YY47 13.46 27.55 9.93
YY63 13.10 27.04 10.49
YY61 12.62 26.61 8.63
YY94 12.69 26.45 10.57
YY88 12.50 26.32 9.41
YY89 11.67 25.35 8.34
YY85 10.47 23.71 8.22
YY73 8.83 21.21 8.39
YY65 9.33 22.21 8.06
YY69 8.40 20.84 8.54
YY66 8.51 20.90 9.30
YY77 7.32 19.13 9.11
YY79 7.87 19.87 9.24
YY72 7.94 19.89 9.67
YY68 5.55 15.99 8.36
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Transfer L* a* b*
YY52 83.16 -31.00 62.36
YY53 81.20 -33.99 66.12
YY76 76.31 -40.68 63.35
YY82 72.94 -45.54 54.15
YY48 70.35 -50.42 44.84
YY90 68.15 -51.92 39.45
YY56 65.88 -56.89 40.31
YY86 65.71 -56.38 39.67
YY57 65.17 -57.48 42.74
YY71 63.70 -59.70 42.83
YY74 63.14 -59.75 40.96
YY75 64.93 -58.52 40.32
YY81 62.28 -62.28 40.58
YY58 61.23 -62.33 35.71
YY60 61.26 -61.94 27.27
YY47 59.48 -65.96 31.37
YY63 59.02 -66.28 28.75
YY61 58.62 -67.70 34.41
YY94 58.46 -66.56 27.53
YY88 58.34 -67.37 31.17
YY89 57.41 -69.11 33.38
YY85 55.80 -70.88 31.05
YY73 53.18 -72.77 25.89
YY65 54.25 -73.18 28.96
YY69 52.78 -74.73 24.65
YY66 52.84 -74.12 22.05
YY77 50.84 -76.34 19.26
YY79 51.69 -74.88 20.28
YY72 51.71 -74.30 18.85
YY68 46.96 -78.34 15.29
Appendix E (continued)
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Transfer %GMT %DMT
YY52 69.640 116.44 13.2 24.1
YY53 74.344 117.21 15.8 27.4
YY76 75.286 122.71 26.2 38.4
YY82 70.753 130.07 34.1 45.9
YY48 67.474 138.36 39.4 52.4
YY90 65.207 142.78 41.8 58.0
YY56 69.723 144.69 49.9 65.3
YY86 68.937 144.87 60.8 64.5
YY57 71.628 143.37 60.8 66.1
YY71 73.474 144.35 68.6 70.9
YY74 72.441 145.57 68.9 70.1
YY75 71.065 145.44 71.3 69.3
YY81 74.333 146.92 73.8 75.8
YY58 71.834 150.20 76.5 77.4
YY60 67.677 156.24 84.4 79.0
YY47 73.039 154.57 89.3 86.2
YY63 72.246 156.56 89.6 87.9
YY61 75.942 153.06 89.9 87.9
YY94 72.028 157.03 94.5 90.3
YY88 74.231 155.18 97.0 90.3
YY89 76.749 154.22 99.7 91.9
YY85 77.382 156.35 102.2 99.1
YY73 77.238 160.42 120.3 109.6
YY65 78.701 158.41 120.8 105.6
YY69 78.690 161.75 125.8 112.0
YY66 77.330 163.44 128.7 113.7
YY77 78.732 165.85 136.0 122.5
YY79 77.577 164.85 136.3 117.7
YY72 76.653 165.77 138.9 129.8
YY68 79.818 168.96 183.6 140.3
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Appendix F
Colorimetric and Percentage of Trapping Data
for Transfer Series Bl: M/C
Transfer X Y Z
CC37 15.49 17.41 45.04
CC03 13.41 14.28 40.05
CC47 11.81 12.43 37.43
CC42 11.58 11.75 36.20
CC05 10.76 10.51 34.01
CC36 10.51 9.77 31.95
CC09 11.39 10.86 33.25
CC10 10.34 9.76 32.62
CC41 10.14 9.47 31.18
CC06 9.56 8.44 28.87
CC46 9.16 8.16 28.14
CC35 9.97 8.84 28.77
CC48 9.88 8.61 28.12
CC34 9.08 8.05 26.39
CC33 9.28 7.65 24.34
CC19 8.09 6.28 22.34
CC32 7.97 6.05 21.49
CC40 7.75 5.54 20.57
CC23 8.79 6.47 21.89
CC39 7.61 5.39 20.30
CC31 8.14 5.81 19.91
COO 7.24 4.93 17.61
CC28 6.90 4.35 15.88
CC16 6.59 4.01 15.24
CC45 6.53 4.13 14.73
CC15 6.30 3.89 14.69
CC13 5.89 3.35 14.08
CC18 6.07 3.28 12.79
CC12 5.77 3.33 13.33
CC21 5.77 3.03 11.97
CC38 5.37 2.88 9.98
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Transfer L* a* b*
CC37 48.77 -7.32 -51.82
CC03 44.63 -2.27 -52.69
CC47 41.90 -1.24 -53.90
CC42 40.81 1.85 -54.06
CC05 38.74 4.81 -54.50
CC36 37.44 8.55 -53.70
CC09 39.35 6.75 -52.33
CC10 37.41 7.38 -54.76
CC41 36.88 8.12 -53.47
CC06 34.88 12.13 -53.25
CC46 34.31 11.35 -53.03
CC35 35.67 12.01 -51.73
CC48 35.23 13.14 -51.40
CC34 34.09 11.63 -50.45
CC33 33.25 16.88 -48.26
CC19 30.11 20.17 -49.93
CC32 29.53 21.62 -49.25
CC40 28.23 25.17 -49.66
CC23 30.56 24.39 -48.27
CC39 27.82 25.63 -49.81
CC31 28.93 25.73 -47.08
CC30 26.52 27.64 -46.23
CC28 24.79 31.83 -45.17
CC16 23.71 33.32 -45.47
CC45 24.10 30.95 -43.51
CC15 23.30 32.06 -44.78
CC13 21.39 35.81 -46.51
CC18 21.15 38.80 -43.41
CC12 21.30 34.77 -44.65
CC21 20.17 39.67 -42.76
CC38 19.54 37.81 -37.65
Appendix F (continued)
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Transfer %GMT %DMT
CC37 52.334 261.95 15.6
CC03 52.738 267.53 18.6
CC47 53.914 268.68 31.8
CC42 54.091 271.96 31.8
CC05 54.711 275.05 38.0
CC36 54.376 279.05 38.1
CC09 52.763 277.35 38.4
CC10 55.255 277.68 41.5
CC41 54.083 278.64 41.8
CC06 54.614 282.84 44.6
CC46 54.231 282.09 47.9
CC35 53.105 283.08 57.7
CC48 53.050 284.35 61.4
CC34 51.773 282.99 70.7
CC33 51.126 289.28 80.3
CC19 53.850 292.00 82.9
CC32 53.786 293.71 83.0
CC40 55.674 296.88 83.3
CC23 54.082 296.81 89.9
CC39 56.017 297.23 93.2
CC31 53.652 298.66 105.9
CC30 53.862 300.88 112.1
CC28 55.258 305.18 124.2
CC16 56.371 306.24 133.9
CC45 53.394 305.43 134.4
CC15 55.073 305.61 137.3
CC13 58.698 307.60 141.2
CC18 58.222 311.80 146.0
CC12 56.591 307.91 147.3
CC21 58.327 312.86 171.9
CC38 53.358 315.13 178.5
24.0
29.4
34.1
36.4
42.6
43.4
38.7
43.4
39.5
48.8
48.0
49.6
48.8
51.1
57.3
66.6
68.2
69.7
68.2
72.0
72.0
79.0
88.3
88.3
89.1
89.9
94.5
100.0
96.1
103.1
113.9
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Appendix G
Colorimetric and Percentage of Trapping Data
for Transfer Series B2: C/M
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Appendix G
Colorimetric and Percentage of Trapping Data
for Transfer Series B2: C/M
Transfer X Y
MM03 20.91 12.13 19.25
MM04 16.80 10.53 19.87
MM21 16.21 9.91 18.16
MM28 16.84 10.72 19.29
MM44 15.65 9.94 19.89
MM05 12.47 7.78 18.05
MM45 11.44 7.52 18.41
MM06 11.62 7.69 18.85
MM09 12.07 7.86 18.56
MM25 10.69 7.13 18.43
MM42 9.17 6.20 17.70
MM08 9.75 6.33 16.56
MM37 10.17 6.96 18.54
MM10 10.06 6.91 18.59
MM43 8.76 5.94 18.09
MM12 8.27 5.68 17.75
MM40 8.10 5.45 17.61
MM15 6.71 4.55 16.66
MM17 6.14 4.30 16.49
MM16 6.52 4.75 18.20
MM33 5.61 4.09 16.74
MM30 5.54 4.09 17.14
MM35 6.00 4.43 17.52
MM22 5.64 4.28 17.69
MM29 4.84 3.50 16.56
MM19 4.83 3.42 16.24
MM26 5.10 3.88 17.40
MM18 4.57 3.42 16.46
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Appendix G (continued)
Transfer L* a* b*
MM03 41.42 52.95 -24.16
MM04 38.78 43.20 -30.02
MM21 37.68 44.60 -28.23
MM28 39.10 42.02 -28.25
MM44 37.73 41.18 -31.88
MM05 33.53 39.38 -35.14
MM45 32.96 34.70 -36.94
MM06 33.34 34.33 -37.22
MM09 33.69 36.02 -36.00
MM25 32.10 32.94 -38.46
MM42 29.92 30.29 -40.60
MM08 30.23 33.71 -37.44
MM37 31.73 30.57 -39.33
MM10 31.60 30.27 -39.66
MM43 29.27 29.67 -42.59
MM12 28.60 28.30 -42.98
MM40 27.99 29.38 -43.71
MM15 25.43 27.13 -45.94
MM17 24.65 24.51 -46.87
MM16 26.01 22.64 -48.45
MM33 23.98 21.43 -48.64
MM30 23.98 20.59 -49.55
MM35 25.05 21.20 -48.57
MM22 24.58 19.26 -49.77
MM29 21.95 20.87 -51.69
MM19 21.64 22.13 -51.47
MM26 23.27 18.47 -51.38
MM18 21.64 18.72 -52.01
Appendix G (continued)
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Transfer h %GMT %DMT
MM03 58.201 335.48 15.5
MM04 52.606 322.21 34.4
MM21 52.783 327.67 39.4
MM28 50.633 326.09 39.4
MM44 52.078 322.26 44.7
MM05 52.778 318.26 50.5
MM45 50.681 313.21 58.4
MM06 50.634 312.69 60.7
MM09 50.925 515.02 61.5
MM25 50.638 310.58 73.8
MM42 50.654 306.73 74.0
MM08 50.379 312.00 74.6
MM37 49.813 307.86 76.4
MM10 49.891 307.36 76.9
MM43 51.905 304.87 86.6
MM12 51.460 303.37 95.0
MM40 52.666 303.91 98.0
MM15 53.352 300.57 107.9
MM17 52.891 297.61 114.9
MM16 53.478 295.05 124.0
MM33 53.151 293.78 125.5
MM30 53.657 292.57 128.0
MM35 52.995 293.59 128.3
MM22 53.366 291.16 130.5
MM29 55.744 291.99 143.3
MM19 56.025 293.27 144.0
MM26 54.598 289.78 149.5
MM18 55.276 289.80 167.8
28.2
40.3
41.9
41.9
45.9
52.4
60.4
59.6
56.4
63.7
71.7
63.7
66.9
67.7
77.4
76.6
78.2
88.7
95.1
95.1
102.4
107.2
100.0
109.6
118.5
118.5
114.5
123.3
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Guide toAppendicesH-M
The tables in Appendices H-M contain the following for each comparison
made between two transfers:
1. Transfer Identifier: as per previous tables;
2. The "assumed" percentage of gravimetric trapping (%GMT)
for each transfer;
3. The difference value for each of the colorimetric terms: AL*
(value); Aa*(redness/greenness); Ab*(yellowness/blueness);
AC*(chroma); AH (hue) and AE (overall color difference based
on hue, chroma, and value).
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Appendix H
ColorDifference Data forReplications
in Transfer Series Rl: Y/M
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Appendix H
ColorDifference Data for Replications
in Transfer Series Rl: Y/M
samples compared %GMT A L* Aa*. Ab*
MM69 56.4
MM79 56,6 L03 135 Z45
MM89
MM82
62.5
62.5 1.60 1.19 0.46
MM88
MM47
78.5
81.1 1.22 1.13 1.12
MM86
MM81
111.9
112.0 0.41 1.94 0.28
MM86
MM64
111.9
112.1 1.33 3.73 0.35
MM93
MM62
139.9
140.5 0.27 0.64 1.90
MM91
MM58
151.8
151.8 0.57 0.12 1.10
MM91
MM46
151.8
151.9 0.64 1.14 0.49
Appendix H (continued)
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samples compared AC* AH AE
MM69
MM79 0.35319347 2.77493322 2.98092268
MM89
MM82 1.27573316 0.01431414 2.04638706
MM88
MM47 0.53397941 1.49872145 2.00491895
MM86
MM81 1.45890369 1.30904546 2.00252341
MM86
MM64 3.29278928 1.78687961 3.97546224
MM93
MM62 1.66273173 1.12023355 2.02299283
MM91
MM58 0.60372125 0.92731907 1.24470880
MM91
MM46 1.19366035 0.33893210 1.39617334
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Appendix I
Color Difference Data for Replications
in Transfer Series R2: M/Y
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Appendix I
Color Difference Data forReplications
in Transfer Series R2: M/Y
samples compared %GMT AL* Aa* Ab*
YYIO
YY42
31.8
31.9 2.18 4.80 6.16
YYIO
YY40
31.8
31.9 0.48 2.99 0.86
YY15
YY22
57.1
57.1 1.69 3.84 1.31
YY14
YY44
66.9
66.9 1.27 6.34 5.69
YY27
YY19
73.2
73.3 0.46 0.43 4.50
YY27
YY46
73.2
73.9 1.56 2.04 1.65
YY24
YY26
89.4
89.4 0.50 0.92 1.03
YY45
YY28
112.0
112.1 0.82 0.03 3.55
YY45
YY29
112.0
112.1 0.16 0.68 3.51
Appendix I (continued)
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samples compared AC* AH AE
YYIO
YY42 7.80764228 0.16224080 8.10789738
YYIO
YY40 1.04522947 2.93039167 3.14803113
YY15
YY22 3.68551769 1.69666125 4.39520193
YY14
YY44 8.50631798 0.46287629 8.61304824
YY27
YY19 3.03138506 3.35344668 4.54384199
YY27
YY46 2.61870664 0.16271300 3.05249079
YY24
YY26 0.14355844 1.37356870 1.46877500
YY45
YY28 1.92500732 2.98290912 3.64359712
YY45
YY29 2.50259583 2.55333393 3.57884059
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Appendix J
Color Difference Data for Replications
In Transfer Series Gl: Y/C
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Appendix J
Color Difference Data for Replications
In Transfer Series Gl: Y/C
samples compared %GMT AL* Aa*. Ab*
CC86 28.9
CC87 283 041 005 452
CC93
CC73
37.6
37.7 0.13 2.27 5.83
CC93
CC72
37.7
37.8 0.69 1.29 9.25
CC50
CC78
40.8
41.1 0.04 2.00 4.45
CC55
CC54
87.6
88.2 0.91 0.55 2.68
CC58
CC60
133.9
133.9 0.24 1.45 1.10
CC69
CC64
155.2
155.2 0.40 0.87 0.78
CC81
CC62
164.2
164.9 0.83 3.25 2.11
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Appendix K
Color Difference Data for Replications
in Transfer Series G2: C/Y
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Appendix K
Color Difference Data forReplications
in Transfer Series G2: C/Y
samples compared %GMT AL* Aa* Ab?
YY86
YY57
60.8
60.8 0.54 1.10 3.07
YY71
YY74
68.6
68.9 0.56 0.05 1.87
YY47
YY63
89.3
89.6 0.46 0.32 2.62
YY47
YY61
89.3
89.9 0.86 1.74 3.04
YY73
YY65
120.3
120.8 1.07 0.41 3.07
YY77
YY79
136.0
136.3 0.85 1.46 1.02
Appendix K (continued)
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samples compared AC* AH AE
YY86
YY57 2.69086215 1.10 3.30552568
YY71
YY74 1.03288693 0.05 1.95269045
YY47
YY63 0.79289949 0.32 2.67925363
YY47
YY61 2.90328748 1.74 3.60677141
YY73
YY65 1.46356654 0.41 3.27687351
YY77
YY79 1.15444107 1.46 1.97344876
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Appendix L
Color Difference Data for Replications
in Transfer Series Bl: M/C
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Appendix L
Color Difference Data for Replications
in Transfer Series Bl: M/C
samples compared %GMT AL* Aa* Ab*
CC47
CC42
31.8
31.8 1.09 3.09 0.16
CC05
CC36
38.0
38.1 1.30 3.74 0.80
CC05
CC09
38.0
38.4 0.61 1.94 2.17
CCIO
CC41
41.5
41.8 0.53 0.74 1.29
CC19
CC32
82.9
83.0 0.58 1.45 0.68
CC19
CC40
82.9
83.3 1.88 5.00 0.27
CC16
CC45
133.9
134.4 0.39 2.37 1.96
CC18
CC12
146.0
147.3 0.15 4.03 1.24
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Appendix L (continued)
samples compared AC* AH AE
CC47
CC42 0.17738382 3.08905082 3.28051825
CC05
CC36 0.33544953 3.80986530 4.03950492
CC05
CC09 1.94830373 2.16254771 2.97398722
CCIO
CC41 1.17202234 0.91545816 1.57879701
CC19
CC32 0.06361126 1.60026673 1.70332029
CC19
CC40 1.82434613 4.66311711 5.34857925
CC16
CC45 2.97650802 0.77388632 3.10009677
CC18
CC12 1.63127235 3.88811658 4.21912313
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AppendixM
Color Difference Data for Replications
in Transfer Series B2: C/M
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AppendixM
ColorDifference Data for Replications
in Transfer Series B2: C/M
samples compared %GMT AL* Aa* Ab*
MM21
MM28
39.4
39.4 1.42 2.58 0.02
MM06
MM09
60.7
61.5 0.35 1.69 1.22
MM25
MM42
73.8
74.0 2.18 2.65 2.14
MM25
MM08
73.8
74.6 1.87 0.77 1.02
MM37
MM10
76.4
76.9 0.13 0.30 0.33
MM16
MM33
124.0
125.5 2.03 1.21 0.19
MM30
MM35
128.0
128.3 1.07 0.61 0.98
MM29
MM19
143.3
144.0 0.31 1.26 0.22
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Appendix M (continued)
samples compared AC AH AE
MM21
MM28 2.15003607 1.42623452 2.94502971
MM06
MM09 0.29108834 2.06392044 2.11352786
MM25
MM42 0.01608119 3.40614759 4.04406973
MM25
MM08 0.25834550 1.38936697 1.27800626
MM37
MM10 0.07837809 0.43904086 0.46454279
MM16
MM33 0.32708894 1.18034437 2.37088591
MM30
MM35 0.66257672 0.94524711 1.57397586
MM29
MM19 0.28169266 1.24765750 1.31609270
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Guide to Appendices N-S
The tables in Appendices N-S contain the following for each series:
1. Transfer Identifier: as per previous tables;
2. L*, a*, b*, the "assumed" percentage of gravimetric trapping
(%GMT), and the "assumed" percentage of densitometric
trapping (%DMT) values defining the standard;
3. The difference value for each of the colorimetric terms for all
transfers in each series as compared to the series'standard: AL*
(value); Aa*(redness/greenness); Ab*(yellowness/blueness);
and AE (overall color difference based on hue, chroma, and
value).
4. The "assumed" percentages of gravimetric (%GMT) and
densitometric (%DMT) trapping for each transfer.
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Appendix N
Color Difference and Percentage of Trapping Data Comparing
a Standard to all Other Samples in Transfer Series Rl: Y/M
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Appendix N
Color Difference and Percentage of Trapping Data Comparing
a Standard to all Other Samples in Transfer Series Rl: Y/M
Standard: MM78 (L*= 54.77; a*= 71.67; b*= 46.16; %GMT = 103.1; %DMT = 57.0)
Sample AL_ Aa* Ab* AE %GMT %DMT
MM72 0.86 3.67 32.57 32.7873970 22.0
MM50 0.81 1.89 24.72 24.8053744 30.7
MM71 0.98 1.68 24.89 24.9658747 37.5
MM55 0.79 2.37 21.75 21.8930012 47.0
MM87 1.16 1.76 19.68 19.7925643 53.1
MM69 1.22 0.43 16.12 16.1718181 56.4
MM79 0.19 1.78 18.57 18.6560821 56.6
MM89 1.29 0.80 17.20 17.2668497 62.5
MM82 0.31 1.99 16.74 16.8607177 62.5
MM68 0.19 2.13 13.72 13.8856545 65.6
MM67 0.83 0.19 11.92 11.9503724 75.2
MM88 0.88 1.95 11.65 11.8448048 78.5
MM47 0.34 0.82 10.53 10.5673507 81.1
MM53 0.21 0.51 5.79 5.81621011 89.8
MM65 0.18 0.31 0.50 0.61522354 99.0
MM86 0.97 1.85 2.06 2.93376891 111.9
MM81 0.56 0.09 2.34 2.40775829 112.0
MM64 0.36 1.88 1.71 2.56672944 112.1
MM63 0.08 1.53 2.84 3.22690254 115.0
MM93 1.39 0.74 9.94 10.0639605 139.9
MM62 1.12 0.10 8.04 8.11825104 140.5
MM60 1.08 1.33 10.43 10.5697777 142.9
MM91 1.06 0.47 12.27 12.3246663 152.8
MM58 0.49 0.35 13.37 13.3835533 151.8
MM46 0.42 0.67 11.78 11.8065109 151.9
MM51 0.60 0.60 16.55 16.5717380 180.5
MM74 1.06 0.05 21.45 21.4762334 210.0
MM85 0.43 0.08 19.97 19.9747891 217.2
MM80 0.17 2.63 21.75 21.9090917 358.5
11.0
25.0
27.0
27.0
35.0
37.0
38.0
36.0
40.0
41.0
46.0
42.0
47.0
56.0
66.0
69.0
68.0
73.0
75.0
79.0
81.0
74.0
89.0
88.0
91.0
96.0
107.0
108.0
113.0
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Appendix O
Color Difference and Percentage of Trapping Data Comparing
a Standard to all Other Samples in Transfer Series R2: M/Y
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Appendix O
Color Difference and Percentage of Trapping Data Comparing
a Standard to all Other Samples in Transfer Series R2: M/Y
Standard : YY39 (L*=55.75; a*=70.65; b*=49.10; %GMT = 102.6; %DMT = 89.1)
Sample AL Aa* Ab* AE %GMT %DMT
YY03
YY04
YYIO
YY42
YY40
YY13
YY08
YY12
YY15
YY22
YY20
YY14
YY44
YY27
YY19
YY46
YY43
YY24
YY26
YY45
YY28
YY29
YY34
YY31
YY37
20.03
18.02
13.60
15.78
14.08
10.96
8.98
8.53
8.22
6.53
4.97
4.20
5.47
2.76
3.22
4.32
2.49
1.76
1.26
0.95
0.13
0.79
1.54
3.52
4.01
37.42
34.20
25.69
30.49
28.68
21.42
17.56
16.10
15.80
11.96
8.42
6.81
13.15
5.19
4.76
7.23
3.51
2.19
1.27
1.31
1.34
0.63
3.35
6.79
7.06
17.39
11.61
11.00
4.84
11.86
12.43
11.96
3.88
4.21
5.52
4.35
2.52
3.17
2.46
2.04
4.11
1.51
1.13
0.10
0.00
3.55
3.51
2.56
1.24
1.95
45.8679561
40.3627613
31.0795125
34.6709403
34.0800293
27.0821509
23.0658969
18.6286151
18.3011612
14.7021393
10.7013924
8.38847424
14.5908293
6.37222881
6.09816366
9.37162739
4.56073459
3.02829985
1.79178682
1.61820889
3.79670910
3.65254706
4.48861894
7.74803846
8.35022155
25.1
29.0
31.8
31.9
31.9
34.6
38.2
44.6
57.1
57.1
63.8
66.9
66.9
73.2
73.3
73.9
79.8
89.4
89.4
112.0
112.1
112.1
127.8
140.3
149.7
32.0
34.8
42.6
40.3
41.0
47.2
54.2
58.9
58.1
63.5
69.7
69.7
65.1
73.6
73.6
68.9
75.1
81.3
79.8
94.5
87.5
93.0
101.5
112.4
118.6
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Appendix P
Color Difference and Percentage of Trapping Data Comparing
a Standard to all Other Samples in Transfer Series Gl: Y/C
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Appendix P
Color Difference and Percentage of Trapping Data Comparing
a Standard to aU Other Samples in Transfer Series Gl: Y/C
Standard : CC66 (L*=56.55; a*= -68.06; b*=26.91; %GMT = 100.2; %DMT = 83.0)
AL Aa Ab AE %GMT %DMT
CC49 3.59 15.32 44.69 47.3791790 21.9 27.0
CC86 2.99 11.39 35.26 37.1744509 28.9 37.0
CC87 3.40 11.34 39.78 41.5042648 28.9 34.0
CC93 1.86 10.93 37.42 39.0279502 37.6 36.0
CC73 1.99 8.66 31.59 32.8159077 37.7 40.0
CC72 2.55 9.64 28.17 29.8827877 37.8 41.0
CC50 2.79 7.49 26.16 27.3537895 40.8 48.0
CC78 2.75 9.49 30.61 32.1651162 41.1 40.0
CC67 2.80 5.74 20.19 21.1760171 47.2 53.0
CC96 3.22 7.4 15.64 17.5993750 59.6 60.0
CC52 1.90 4.06 12.16 12.9599074 65.9 65.0
CC53 2.03 5.17 11.08 12.3942003 72.2 71.0
CC79 2.52 3.52 9.82 10.7318777 75.4 68.0
CC70 2.96 4.95 3.27 6.63000754 84.6 77.0
CC55 2.12 3.98 3.44 5.67171932 87.6 77.0
CC54 1.21 3.43 6.12 7.11922749 88.2 76.0
CC56 1.37 1.73 0.58 2.28170989 96.8 83.0
CC95 0.97 3.17 3.85 5.08058068 112.2 91.0
CC94 0.49 0.39 10.18 10.1992451 121.6 95.0
CC74 0.68 0.37 10.15 10.1794794 125.6 95.0
CC58 0.57 1.23 13.36 13.4286038 133.9 104.0
CC60 0.33 0.22 12.26 12.2664135 133.9 101.0
CC61 2.29 2.07 9.16 9.66615746 137.4 103.0
CC83 1.97 3.69 16.69 17.2061937 142.2 115.0
CC77 2.37 3.44 13.05 13.7022991 146.3 111.0
CC69 0.79 0.44 20.12 20.1403103 155.2 117.0
CC64 1.19 0.43 20.90 20.9382664 155.2 121.0
CC81 1.87 3.01 18.24 18.5810280 164.2 118.0
CC62 1.04 0.24 16.13 16.1652745 164.9 115.0
CC89 0.20 0.40 20.93 20.9347773 168.1 120.0
CC65 1.12 1.32 22.41 22.4767636 186.3 124.0
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AppendixQ
Color Difference and Percentage of Trapping Data Comparing
a Standard to all Other Samples in Transfer Series G2: C/Y
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Appendix Q
ColorDifference and Percentage of Trapping Data Comparing
a Standard to all Other Samples in Transfer Series G2: C/Y
Standard : YY85 (L*=55.80; a*= -70.88; b*=31.05; %GMT = 102.2; %DMT = 99.1)
Sample AL Aa* Ab* AE %GMT %DMT
YY52
YY53
YY76
YY82
YY48
YY90
YY56
YY86
YY57
YY71
YY74
YY75
YY81
YY58
YY60
YY47
YY63
YY61
YY94
YY88
YY89
YY73
YY65
YY69
YY66
YY77
YY79
YY72
YY68
27.36
25.40
20.51
17.14
14.55
12.35
10.08
9.91
9.37
7.90
7.34
9.13
6.48
5.43
5.46
3.68
3.22
2.82
2.66
2.54
1.61
2.62
1.55
3.02
2.96
4.96
4.11
4.09
8.84
39.88
36.89
30.20
25.34
20.46
18.96
13.99
14.50
13.40
11.18
11.13
12.36
8.60
8.55
8.94
4.92
4.60
3.18
4.32
3.51
1.77
1.89
2.30
3.85
3.24
5.46
4.00
3.42
7.46
31.31
35.07
32.30
23.10
13.79
8.40
9.26
8.62
11.69
11.78
9.91
9.27
9.53
4.66
3.78
0.32
2.30
3.36
3.52
0.12
2.33
5.16
2.09
6.40
9.00
11.79
10.77
12.20
15.76
57.6133674
56.8852969
48.7441289
38.3341258
28.6439906
24.1363647
19.5722789
19.5643170
20.1000746
18.0601993
16.6120619
17.9460135
14.3795445
11.1491255
11.1365883
6.15233289
6.06781674
5.41797010
6.17481984
4.33429348
3.33974550
6.08786498
3.47283746
8.05623361
10.0129516
13.9074548
12.2018441
13.3140715
19.5492915
13.2
15.8
26.2
34.1
39.4
41.8
49.9
60.8
60.8
68.6
68.9
71.3
73.8
76.5
84.4
89.3
89.6
89.9
94.5
97.0
99.7
120.3
120.8
125.8
128.7
136.0
136.3
138.9
183.6
24.1
27.4
38.4
45.9
52.4
58.0
65.3
64.5
66.1
70.9
70.1
69.3
75.8
77.4
79.0
86.2
87.9
87.9
90.3
90.3
91.9
109.6
105.6
112.0
113.7
122.5
117.7
129.8
140.3
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Appendix R
Color Difference and Percentage of Trapping Data Comparing
a Standard to all Other Samples in Transfer Series Bl: M/C
Standard : CC31 (L*=28.93; a*= 25.73; b*= -47.08; %GMT = 105.9; %DMT = 72.0)
Sample AL Aa* Ab* AE %GMT %DMT
CC37 19.84 33.05 4.74
CC03 15.70 28.00 5.61
CC47 12.97 26.97 6.82
CC42 11.88 23.88 6.98
CC05 9.81 20.92 7.42
CC36 8.51 17.18 6.62
CC09 10.42 18.98 5.25
CCIO 8.48 18.35 7.68
CC41 7.95 17.61 6.39
CC06 5.95 13.60 6.17
CC46 5.38 14.38 5.95
CC35 6.74 13.72 4.65
CC48 6.30 12.59 4.32
CC34 5.16 14.10 3.37
CC33 4.32 8.85 1.18
CC19 1.18 5.56 2.85
CC32 0.60 4.11 2.17
CC40 0.70 0.56 2.58
CC23 1.63 1.34 1.19
CC39 1.11 0.10 2.73
CC30 2.41 1.91 0.85
CC28 4.14 6.10 1.91
CC16 5.22 7.59 1.61
CC45 4.83 5.22 3.57
CC15 5.63 6.33 2.30
CC13 7.54 10.08 0.57
CC18 7.78 13.07 3.67
CC12 7.63 9.04 2.43
CC21 8.76 13.94 4.32
CC38 9.39 12.08 9.43
38.8380702 15.6 24.0
32.5877600 18.6 29.4
30.6938789 31.8 34.1
27.5700780 31.8 36.4
24.2680634 38.0 42.6
20.2829214 38.1 43.4
22.2795714 38.4 38.7
21.6244144 41.5 43.4
20.3505946 41.8 39.5
16.0758017 44.6 48.8
16.4660651 47.9 48.0
15.9777502 57.7 49.6
14.7261842 61.4 48.8
15.3880636 70.7 51.1
9.91853316 80.3 57.3
6.35834098 82.9 66.6
4.68625650 83.0 68.2
2.73130006 83.3 69.7
2.42251935 89.9 68.2
2.94872854 93.2 72.0
3.19040750 112.1 79.0
7.61562210 124.2 88.3
9.35139562 133.9 88.3
7.95752474 134.4 89.1
8.77814331 137.3 89.9
12.6009087 141.2 94.5
15.6467952 146.0 100.0
12.0765641 147.3 96.1
17.0212690 171.9 103.1
17.9728517 178.5 113.9
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Appendix S
Color Difference and Percentage of Trapping Data Comparing
a Standard to all Other Samples in Transfer Series B2: C/M
Standard : MM40 (L*=27.99; a*= 29.38; b*= -43.71; %GMT = 98.0; %DMT = 78.2)
AL Aa Ab AE %GMT %DMT
MM03 13.43 23.57 19.55 33.4381863 15.5 28.2
MM04 10.79 13.82 13.69 22.2448331 34.4 40.3
MM21 9.69 15.22 15.48 23.7734074 39.4 41.9
MM28 11.11 12.64 15.46 22.8519868 39.4 41.9
MM44 9.74 11.80 11.83 19.3405403 44.7 45.9
MM05 5.54 10.00 8.57 14.2876345 50.5 52.4
MM45 4.97 5.32 6.77 9.94163970 58.4 60.4
MM06 5.35 4.95 6.49 9.75935961 60.7 59.6
MM09 5.70 6.64 7.71 11.6629199 61.5 56.4
MM25 4.11 3.56 5.25 7.55831992 73.8 63.7
MM42 1.93 0.91 3.11 3.77161769 74.0 71.7
MM08 2.24 4.33 6.27 7.94225409 74.6 63.7
MM37 3.74 1.19 4.38 5.88116485 76.4 66.9
MM10 3.61 0.89 4.05 5.49788141 76.9 67.7
MM43 1.28 0.29 1.12 1.72536953 86.6 77.4
MM12 0.61 1.08 0.73 1.43923591 95.0 76.6
MM15 2.56 2.25 2.23 4.07295961 107.9 88.8
MM17 3.34 4.87 3.16 6.69761898 114.9 95.1
MM16 1.98 6.74 4.74 8.47440853 124.0 95.1
MM33 4.01 7.95 4.93 10.1777945 125.5 102.4
MM30 4.01 8.79 5.84 11.2893667 128.0 107.2
MM35 2.94 8.18 4.86 9.95869469 128.3 100.0
MM22 3.41 10.12 6.06 12.2786848 130.5 109.6
MM29 6.04 8.51 7.98 13.1370507 143.3 118.5
MM19 6.35 7.25 7.76 12.3734635 144.0 118.5
MM26 4.72 10.91 7.67 14.1469219 149.5 114.5
MM18 6.35 10.66 8.30 14.9280977 167.8 123.3
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